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Introduction

It once was said there were only two certainties in life:
Death and Taxes. Sadly that’s no longer the case.

The Kingdom of Nova Republica1 has turned into a nation
of shirks and scofflaws and... uh... other synonyms for the
same.
As an Auditor in the Ministry of the Exchequer, your job
is to get your hands dirty ferreting out lost revenue so that
The Kingdom of Nova Republica can continue its expensive foreign adventures and profligate ways.
Or die trying.
Your death would be a write-off, so either one’s cool.
1: Nova Republica was named without irony by its first king, Garrison the Dim

What You’ll Need to Play

The player will need: 6-sided dice, small tokens, scissors,
and a pencil. This game uses a dice pool to resolve Combat, Negotiations, Stealth, Traps and Doors. You will be
asked to roll a number of dice equal to one of your stats
(modified by any bonuses or penalties) against a Target
Number (or a Target Pool defined by an opponents’ stat,
in the case of Stealth and Negotiation). An even number
(a Hit) is a success. An odd number (a Miss) is a failure.
If the number of Hits equals or exceeds the target number,
you have succeeded.

Character Creation

Players begin by rolling a 6 sided die for each of 5 stats:
Magic, Perception, Combat and Speed.
Magic: your ability to use and withstand magic
Perception: your awareness of your surroundings and
ability to spot feints and ploys
Combat: your offensive prowess
Speed: your agility and movement rate
Oratory: your eloquence and persuasive talent

From these five stats, and based upon your vocation, you’ll
determine your:
Defense: a measure of how difficult it is to hit you
Health: the physical and magical damage you can sustain
before death
Based upon these five stats, you will select your specialization within the Ministry of the Exchequer: Soldier,
Trickster, or Sorcerer. Character sheets for each of the
three vocations can be found at the end of this document.
Soldier: Your basic fighting [wo]man. Can wear armor,
can use all weapons. High Combat and high Perception.
Trickster: More cunning than a Soldier. Can wear some
armor, can use some weapons. Can attempt to Disarm
traps. High Speed and high Perception.
Sorcerer: Can cast potentially devastating spells, though
cannot use weapons or armor. Can opt to re-roll 1D per
round. High Magic and high Combat.
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Health
All characters start with 16 points of Health. It is the measure of how much physical and magical abuse they can
take before expiring. How they handle that physical and
magical abuse varies by Vocation.
There are three tiers of injury represented in Health: Light
Injury, Severe Injury and Critical Injury. As you are injured, you’ll progress along a track from Light to Critical.
You’ll see how each Vocation handles injury by examining
the character sheets.
As you take damage, mark the appropriate box on your
character sheet. When you have received an injury moving
you from one tier to another, take the card appropriate to
you level of injury.
There is no penalty for being Lightly Injured.
Severely Injured characters must convert 1 die per roll to a
Risk Die (see Risk, below).
Critically Injured characters must convert 2 dice per roll to
Risk Dice.
Every time you finish an Act (see Acts, below), you’ll remove all injury from your topmost tier containing marks.
For Example:
Dave the Sorcerer has lost 9 points from his Health. That
places him in the Severely Injured tier. Until he recovers
some of that lost Health (by using a Healing Draught or
by finishing the Act) he will need to convert one of his
dice into a Risk die.
Once he completes the Act, he’ll recover 5 Health—all
the Injury in his topmost tier that contains marks.

Defense
Soldier: for a Soldier, Defense is Combat divided by 2
(rounded down), plus any bonus from Armor (see Armor,
below).

Trickster: for a Trickster, Defense is Perception divided
by 2 (rounded down), plus any bonus from Armor.
Sorcerer: for a Sorcerer, Defense is Magic divided by 2
(rounded down), plus any bonus from Armor.
For example:
Thrag the Soldier has a Combat stat of 5 and is wearing Light Armor. His Defense score is 3— 5/2 (rounded
down) + 1 for Light Armor = 3

Vocational Talents

All employees of the Ministry of the Exchequer receive
training in the martial, arcane and diplomatic arts. It’s a
tough world out there—you certainly don’t want your
accountants and auditors unprepared for the challenges of
the job.
Each vocation has special talents: basic attacks to be used
in combat. Martial and magical talents are defined as a Stat
plus a Weapon Bonus (where applicable) less a penalty
(where applicable) versus a target’s Defense stat. For the
Soldier and the Trickster, damage is defined by the weapon. For the Sorcerer, it is included in the Talent.
The Number Crunch: A Game of Death and Taxes uses
a dice pool to resolve combat, traps and obstacles. For
your talents, you will use a number of dice equal to the
Talent description, modified where appropriate. A number
followed by a D indicates the addition or subtraction of a
die. For example Perception -1D means you’d take your
Perception value and subtract one die from that pool.
When you see the phrase No Armor, it means that the
attack circumvents the target’s armor, and no value is subtracted from the Damage (See Armor, below).

Soldier
Last Word: You may make 1 free attack on a Fleeing
monster, regardless of Speed. Monsters don’t get an attack
on you, if you Flee.
Attack (Melee): Combat + Weapon Bonus vs. Defense
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Weapons

Attack (Feint): Combat -1 + Weapon Bonus vs.
Defense. (No Armor)
Attack (Ranged): Combat + Weapon Bonus vs.
Defense

Weapons are the bread and butter of most Auditors in the
Ministry of the Exchequer.

Attack (Jink): Combat -1 + Weapon Bonus vs. Defense.
A hit adds 1 to Defense for the Encounter (to a maximum
of 4).

Sword: (soldier): A long pointy thing used to slash or
poke monsters for damage. In The Number Crunch, it is
assumed that they’re wicked big and wicked pointy. No
bonus to hit, 7 Damage

Trickster
Disarm Trap: Perception vs. Trap Defense, on a failure,
follow the Evade rules as described by the Trap
Attack (Jab): Perception + Weapon Bonus vs. Defense
Attack (Ranged): Perception + Weapon Bonus vs.
Defense
Attack (Hamstring): Perception -1 + Weapon Bonus vs.
Defense. (No Armor) On hit, increase Speed by 1 for the
encounter.
Attack (Stick and Move): Perception -1 + Weapon Bonus
vs. Defense. A hit adds 1 to Defense for the Encounter (to
a maximum of 4).

Hammer (soldier): Less sophisticated than a sword; more
sophisticated than a big rock. No bonus to hit, 6 Damage,
Special: +1D to Batter Down a Door
Axe (soldier): All those years chopping wood have paid
off! No bonus to hit, 6 Damage, Special: +1D to Batter
down a Door
Bow (ranged): A bent stick with a string connecting the
ends. Used to propel arrows into a target. +1D to hit, 5
Damage, Special: Can attack Fleeing opponent regardless
of Speed
Dagger (ranged): Shorter than a sword, longer than a
knife. The weapon de rigeur for ne’er-do-wells. +1D to
hit, 5 Damage
Knife: A small pointy blade. +1D to hit, 5 Damage, Special: +1D to pick Lock

Sorcerer
Arcane Intimidation: Once per encounter you may add
1d6 to a roll determining a monster’s behavior
Attack (Fiery Touch): Magic vs. Defense, 6 Damage
Attack (Psychic Blow): Magic - 1D vs. Defense, 6 Damage (No Armor)
Attack (Ranged): Lightning Bolt, Magic vs. Defense, 6
Damage
Attack (Charm): Magic vs. Defense. 5 Damage, On hit
add 1 to Defense for the Encounter (to a maximum of 4).

Armor

Armor offers protection from magical and physical damage. Subtract its Armor Value (where applicable) from the
damage caused by a hit, before applying it to your Health.
For Example:
You are hit for 5 damage, but you are wearing Heavy
Armor (Armor Value 2). You would only subtract 3 from
your Health.
Armor affects your agility; if you opt to wear it, subtract
the Armor Value from your Speed (which will affect certain skills, attacks and rolls.
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Heavy Armor (Chain, Scale, Plate): 2 Armor Value, -2
Speed

Starting Gear

All players start the game with the weapon and armor of
their choice (where applicable). Weapons and armor must
be named—otherwise you can’t claim them as dependents,
right?

rings represent the three Environmental Effects cards
you’ll need to draw.

Tiles

Tiles represent a room and the contents therein. They are
drawn at random as you move throughout the dungeon.
Each tile has four sides, three of which have a number.
The blank side represents the door you just came through.

Y

Characters may have no more than one weapon at a time.
If you chance upon a different weapon, you may take it.
I mean, it’s only a dependent.

Basic Components of the
Game

Z

X

Light Armor (Leather, Hide, Wood): 1 Armor Value, -1
Speed

blank side
(opened door)

When referring to the number on a tile, read them clockwise starting with the number to the left of the bottom.
(If the bottom is 6 o’clock, start from 9 o’clock.) In the
example below, that would be X, Y, Z.

The Number Crunch uses a number of components to
facilitate play.

The Oracle

The Oracle needs to be assembled prior to play. Print
out the five pages that make up The Oracle, and cut them
along the dotted lines. Assemble the pieces from largest
(on the bottom) to smallest (on the top), fastening them
with a brass fastener. Each ring of The Oracle represents
a different piece of data you will need to assemble a random Encounter. The outer most ring refers to the Disposition of the room (see Disposition, below). The other three

X

Y
Z

The Oracle is a wheel that determines the make-up of
the individual rooms (tiles) you’ll travel through in your
adventure. Based upon the Disposition of the room (a
concept that will be discussed in the next section), a room
will contain a monster, a trap or nothing at all. The Oracle
will also tell you what Environmental Effects (if any) you
will encounter. See the section below for information on
Environmental Effects.

blank side
(opened door)

When you enter a room, you need to consult the Oracle.
The Oracle is the means in which the Demiurge Actuarius manifests his/her/its will on the universe. (It’s that
wheely thing you’ll need to cut out and assemble.) Even
miscreants, scofflaws and villains are subject to his/her/its
numerical whims. Perhaps not as subject as the Ministry
of the Exchequer would like, but subject nonetheless.
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Disposition

Once you know the Disposition, key it into the Oracle.
The three numbers individually indicate the Environmental Makeup of the room. Starting with X, key in the three
values into the Oracle. Draw the appropriate Environmental Effects cards.

3
blank side
(opened door)

For Example:
You decide to go through Door 3. Consulting the Door
Chart, Door 3 is defined as: A wooden door with stout
bands of iron. Roll on the sum of your Combat and
Speed scores to attempt to Batter it Down. Door Defense:
4
Door 3 has a Lock Defense of 4. 6-2 (the other two numbers on the tile) = 4.
Any door can be opened by either Picking its lock, or by
Battering it Down. You may attempt to Batter it Down by
rolling a number of dice equal to your Combat plus your
Speed vs. Door Defense as defined on the chart.

Doors and Locks

To determine the Lock Defense subtract the smaller number from the larger number. 0 represents an unlocked door.

6

2

2

Each room has four Doors: the one you entered represented by the blank side of the tile and three others. The
nature of these Doors is determined by looking at the
numbers: the primary number being the Door itself and the
other two representing the Lock Defense. Each Door has a
Lock. A Lock can be picked mechanically: Perception vs.
Lock Defense or magically: Magic vs. Lock Defense.

Once you have opened a door, draw a new tile. Place the
new tile flush to the previous one with the blank side facing the door you just opened.

3

11: Monster, Dim, Rain, Cold. (You’d draw the Environmental Effects cards Dim, Rain and Cold from the deck
to assemble the play conditions for that room.)

You may only attempt to open a door twice: once by Picking the lock, once by Battering it Down. If you fail on
both attempts, you must try another door. Keep track of
the doors you failed to open with a token. If you fail on all
three door, backtrack to the previous room and try one of
the remaining two doors in that room.

blank side
(opened door)

Using the tile above, you consult the Oracle. The Disposition of the room is 11 (3 + 6 + 2).

3

blank side
(opened door)

4

2

3

6

2

Each room is defined by its three digits—X, Y and Z as
above. The first thing you need to know is the Disposition
of the room. The Disposition tells you what occupies the
room. A room is either occupied by a monster, occupied
by a trap, or empty. We define the Disposition as the sum
of the three numbers.

6

blank side
(opened door)

If you circle back to a room you’ve already explored, you
don’t encounter it a second time, unless a monster you encountered fled (or you did). If that’s the case, you’ll need
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to meet it in combat again. Mark any tile where a monster
fled (or you did) with a token to help you keep track. If
you kill a monster you’ve previously encountered (or
force it to flee again) you don’t collect new Treasure.

Traps

If the Disposition of a room indicates that it is trapped,
you will read the numbers on the tile to determine the nature of the Trap. Unlike Doors, Traps are always read the
same way. The type of Trap is determined by the number
opposite the blank side. Consult the Trap Chart to determine the type of Trap. The Trap Defense smaller of the
two numbers subtracted from the larger (with 0 representing a malfunctioning trap).

2

4

3

blank side
(opened door)

For Example:
In the above, the Disposition of the room is 9 (4 + 3 + 2).
According to the Oracle, the room is Trapped, and you
would draw the Environmental Effect cards Cold and
Rain.
The Trap would be Type 3 (the number opposite the
blank side).
Trap 3: Player must make a Combat vs. Trap Defense
roll or be bludgeoned by a hammer wielding automaton
and take 1d6+2 Damage
The Trap Defense would be 2 (the smaller of the two
number subtracted from the larger— 4 - 2 = 2). How you
disarm or evade the trap is modified by any Environmental Effects or Complications.
When you encounter a Trap, you must either disarm it (if
you’re playing a Trickster) or evade it (if you are playing
anything else). There is no penalty for failing to disarm a
Trap, but you must then evade it like any other character!

The penalty for failing to evade a trap is described on the
corresponding entry in the Trap Chart. An encounter with
a Trap is considered one Round with regards to Environmental Effects or any Complications you might have in
hand.
There are 216 tiles. Print them out and cut them up. You
will draw them at random; it is best to keep them in a bag
to have easy (and neat) access to them. Once you have
completed a Map, place the Tiles back into their bag.

Environmental Effects

Dungeons weren’t built for safety. In your explorations,
you can expect to brave hazardous conditions that may (or
may not) affect your ability to perform your job. There are
six types of Environmental Effects: Dim Lighting, Smoke,
Rain, Cold, Unstable Ground, Noise. These represent
penalties applied to play (your play only—monsters have
adapted to their environment and suffer no penalties!).
Each Environmental Effect card applies a penalty to three
statistics.
Environmental Effects aren’t cumulative. They represent
discrete penalties to play, on a round by round basis. You
must play any Environmental Effect (or other Complication Cards—see below) on any Round you have them
in your hand. The order you play them is up to you. If it
doesn’t affect your actions, simply place it in the discard
pile!
At the end of the encounter (once you leave the room),
discard any Environmental Effect cards you have in your
hand (you don’t discard Complications). The new room
will have a series of new Environmental Effects for you to
deal with!
For Example:
Upon entering a room, you are instructed by The Oracle
to draw a Dim Environmental Effect card and a Smoke
Environmental Effect card. You have no Complications
in your hand. Each round you are in the room, you must
play one of your Environmental Effect cards, though in
what order is up to you. Both cards place a -1D penalty
to Magic, Oratory and Perception. Since you are about to
fight the monster in front of you using Combat, neither
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is particularly troublesome. On each of your first two
Rounds, discard on of the Environmental Effect cards.
There are 18 Environmental Effect cards. Print them out
and cut them up. Organize them into piles by type and
keep them face up. When you are called upon to draw
Environment Effect cards, select the appropriate card from
the corresponding pile. Place them back in their respective
piles at the end of the Encounter.

Complications
Complications Cards represent situational penalties accrued over the course of your adventure. You might accumulate them for using Risk Dice (see below for information about Risk Dice), or for unfortunate behavior.

Information gathered through Stealth/Reconnaissance
from a Minion or an Antagonist is 50% accurate; Information gathered through Torture from a Minion or an Antagonist is 25% accurate.
Information gathered from an ordinary monster is significantly less reliable: they simply don’t know much outside
of their particular lair! (The accuracy is 1/2 that of a Minion or Antagonist: 38% accurate from Negotiation, 25%
accurate from Stealth/Reconnaissance and 13% accurate
from Torture.)
How to use Information:
Information is divided into three piles of eight cards each:
one pile for Negotiation, one pile for Stealth/Reconnaissance and one pile for Torture.

All the Complications Cards you possess are gathered into
a hand. You must play one Complication Card (or Environmental Effect card) every round that you possess them.
The order in which you play them is up to you. Unlike
Environmental Effect cards, you don’t discard them upon
leaving a room. They stay in your hand for the duration of
the Act.

When you extract information from a regular monster
using one of the three above methods, draw a card from
the appropriate pile. If the card is Valid Information, mark
it on your chracter sheet and reshuffle the card into the
pile—it counts towards your Mission goals. If it is Invalid
Information, reshuffle the card into the pile. You’ll need to
find a different source of information!

There are 24 Complication Cards. Print them out and cut
them up. They are kept face down on the table and drawn
at random. As you play the cards, place them in a discard
pile. Once you’ve run out of new Complication Cards,
shuffle the discard pile and place them face down.

When you extract information from a Minion or an Antagonist, draw 2 cards from the pile corresponding to the
method of extraction you used. If one or both of the cards
is Valid Information, mark it on your character sheet and
reshuffle the cards back into the pile. (Note: drawing two
Valid Information cards only counts as one piece of
Valid Information! You draw two cards to represent a
Minion or Antagonist’s greater potential for accurate
information!) If neither is Valid, reshuffle the cards back
into their pile and look for a new source!

Information

In your line of business, the most important thing in the
world is Information. Information is the currency by
which you measure success. Your job as an Auditor in the
Ministry of the Exchequer is to gather information needed
to prosecute cases of malfeasance.
There are three ways in which you can gather Information:
through Negotiation, through Stealth/Reconnaissance and
lastly through Torture. The accuracy of the Information
you gather varies, based upon the methods you used to
find it and the source: Information gathered through Negotiation from a Minion or an Antagonist is 75% accurate;

You receive 3 Experience on your Capital Experience
Track for all pieces of Valid Information, no matter the
Mission requirements.
There are 24 Information cards: Twelve Valid and twelve
Invalid. Print them out and cut them up. You need to break
them up into three piles. The first will contain six valid
Information cards and two Invalid Information cards. This
will be for Information gathered from Negotiation. The
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second pile will consist of four Valid Information cards
and four Invalid Information cards. This will be for Information gathered from Stealth/Reconnaissance. The third
will consist of two Valid Information cards and six Invalid
Information cards. This will be for Information gathered
from Torture. Once you draw from any of these three piles,
return the drawn cards and reshuffle.

Treasure

The whole point of being an Auditor/Auditrix is recovering treasure right? Oh, and also making sure the citizens
of The Kingdom of Nova Republica pay their due taxes.
That too. If you have slain or chased away a monster (or
charmed it in Negotiations), draw a Treasure card. You
may only carry four items of Treasure (including those
items of Treasure key to the victory conditions of your
quest). Any surplus of Treasure must be discarded (you
may choose which items to discard). Discarded and used
Treasure is placed in a discard pile. If you run out of Treasure, shuffle the discard and flip the pile over.
Types of Treasure: There are three types of Treasure.
Most treasure will be single use objects: potions that
restore lost Health and objects that allow you to overcome
(discard) Environmental Effects cards. Some items (artifacts) will provide permanent bonuses.
There are 36 Treasure cards. Print them out and cut them
up. Place them in a pile face down on the table. When you
defeat a monster, draw a Treasure card at random. When
you use Treasure over the course of the game, place them
in a discard pile. Once you’ve run out of Treasure cards,
shuffle the discard, place them face down and draw from
that.

Acts

Acts represent the narrative you’ll follow over the course
of your adventure. Like many other aspects of The Number Crunch, it’s mix and match! Each one contains a map,
representing acquired intelligence. Each Act ends at the
starred square, representing the Climactic Scene. Once
you reach the starred square, draw a Climactic Scene and
follow the instructions therein.

The squares on a map represent the best known route. To
explore the map, draw Tiles at random and place them
in the corresponding square. Of course, it’s impossible
to predict the fickle nature of doors and locks—it’s quite
possible (and understandable) that you’ll veer from the
highlighted course. Whenever you explore a square not on
the known route, draw 1 Complication Card. Do not draw
a tile for the starred square. The Climactic Scene card will
contain the information you need to explore that particular
square!
An adventure is defined by five successfully completed
Acts (kinda like that pyramid that describes the action in a
play by Shakespeare!).
To start, take your Acts and divide them into piles (piles of
Acts 1, Acts 2, Acts 3...).
Draw an Act 1 at random and follow the instructions on it.
Once you’ve reached the Act Point on your Map, draw the
next Act and follow the instructions.
There are 5 different categories of Acts, and 3 of each
category. Print out and organize the 15 acts into face
down piles of corresponding type (piles of Act 1, piles of
Act 2, piles of Act 3...) When you are instructed to draw an
act, draw one from the appropriate pile, at random. Once
you have completed an Act, place it in a discard pile. In
the unlikely event that you need additional Acts, shuffle the
discard pile, place it face down and draw from that.

Climactic Scene

At the end of every map is a square marked by a star. This
represents the Climactic Scene for that particular Act—the
moment you’ve been waiting for! (Or dreading... that’s
okay too.) A Climactic Scene functions similarly to the information you’d glean from The Oracle, but presented in a
more hyperbolic manner. It also tells you whether to draw
a Minion or Antagonist. If you succeed in completing the
Climactic Scene, you’ll draw your next Act and proceed
apace. If you fail, you’ll re-draw the same Act number
you just failed and a number of Complication Cards equal
to 1/2 your starting Health and try again (restored to full
Health).
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There are 10 Climactic Scenes; print them out and cut
them up. They should be kept face down and drawn at
random. If you run out of Climactic Scenes shuffle the
discarded Scenes and draw from that.

Missions

Missions define the parameters of your adventure, and
define the means by which you can earn additional Capital
(Capital is a mechanic that allows you to use extra dice in
a roll). You will only earn experience on your Capital Experience Track by following the instructions in your Mission, though you may need to break the rules to survive!
A Mission consists of two things: the amount of Tax Information you need to acquire in order to complete the Act,
and the types of Moves you are encouraged to use (See
Moves, below). Some Mission might specify a range of
acceptable actions—combinations of permissible Moves!

Domestic Protection Act’s steep tariffs on imported goods,
foreign monster manufacturers began shipping their products into Nova Republica in pieces, leaving their assembly
up to the individual. The trend caught on—and now, years
after the Defense of Domestic Protection Act ended, it still
remains fashionable to make monsters this way. Much to
chagrin of monster rights activists.
If the Disposition of a room tells you that you have encountered a monster use the three number on the tile to
build it. You always run clockwise, starting with the left
number (the blank space on a tile is always the bottom—6
o’clock, start with 9 o’clock)
The first number represents the Head. Choose the Head
with the corresponding number from the pile. The second
number represents the Torso; the third the Legs. Once you
have a complete monster, combat begins.

6

For Example:
You draw a Mission that orders you to recover four Tax
Documents. The Ministry of the Exchequer doesn’t want
to start an armed conflict, so they order you to recover
these documents through Reconnaissance. Over the
course of the game, every time you avoid combat by
stealth, you’ll gain experience on your Capital Experience Track. Though you might be forced into combat
from time to time (and the Ministry understands this
might be unavoidable), you’ll receive no experience from
doing so!
There are 12 Missions. Print them out and cut them up.
Place them in a pile face down. When you draw a Mission,
draw it at random.

Monsters

Two hundred years ago, the Monarch of Nova Republica
created the Defense of Domestic Production Act in an attempt to give local manufacturers a competitive edge over
their foreign counterparts. To circumvent the Defense of

3

2

There are twelve types of Missions. You will select one at
random, once you’ve selected your first Act and selected
your first Map.

blank side
(opened door)

For example:
A Disposition of 11 tells you you have encountered a
monster. Reading the tile clockwise starting at 9 o’clock
are the values 3, 6, 2. You would take the head marked 3
(Zombie), torso marked 6 (Vampire) and legs marked 2
(Cyclops). Take those cards from the appropriate piles,
and you have your hastily constructed and illogically assembled monster!
Information can be acquired from a monster, though it is
only of the Situational variety (information about their immediate surroundings).
There are 8 mix-and-match monsters. Print out and cut
them up. Assemble them into piles based upon body part.
You will assemble them based on their numbers, as per the
instructions below.
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Minions
Minions are monsters of serious consequence. They are
specific to Acts. You’ll draw them at random from a pile
of Minion Cards, when instructed by an Act.
Mission critical Vital Information can be acquired from a
Minion.
There are 9 Minions. Print them out and gather them into
one pile, face down. When you are instructed to draw a
Minion, do so at random. Once you’ve defeated/avoided a
Minion, place it in a discard pile. If you run out of Minions, shuffle the discard pile, place it face down and draw
from that.

Antagonists

Antagonists are the real villains you’ll encounter on your
adventures. They’re usually much tougher than monsters
or Minions, and intricately tied into the narrative that
you’ll build through the drawing of Acts.
Vital Information can be acquired from an Antagonist.
There are 6 Antagonists. Print them out and gather them
into one pile, face down. When you are instructed to draw
an Antagonist, do so at random. If you run out of Antagonists, shuffle the discard pile, place it face down and draw
from that.

Encounters

The moment you enter a room, having successfully
opened the door, you are in an encounter. An encounter
can be with a monster, or a trap or an empty room.
All Encounters are divided into Rounds. A Round is one
Turn taken by both you and your opponent. Depending
upon the Move you perform (see Moves, below) a Turn is
one or more linked Actions.
If The Oracle tells you the room is empty, it counts as
an Encounter, but one in which none of the subsequent
Moves are applicable. You cannot discard any of the

Complication Cards in your hand in an empty room! (The
Environmental Effect cards have no bearing on play in an
empty room and are discarded once you leave.)
You must play any Environmental Effect cards or Complication Cards in your hand, on every Round you possess
them. The order in which you play them is up to you. You
play them before taking any action. If you have Treasure
that negates an Environmental Effect, or Complications,
play it after you have played the Environmental Effect or
Complication, but before you take any other action.
If the room contains a Trap, there is only one Round: your
attempt at evasion and the corresponding reaction, should
you fail. If you are playing a Trickster, you can attempt to
Disarm the Trap. If you fail, and are forced to Evade, that
still only counts as one Round. Again, even when you are
encountering a Trap, you must play any Environmental
Effect or Complication cards in your hand, in what ever
order you choose!
If The Oracle tells you there is a monster in the room (or
you’ve reached an Act Point on your Map), follow the
monster construction instructions above. You must take
one of the following three Moves. The length of the Encounter, in Rounds, depends upon the Move you take.

Moves

There are three types of moves a player can make when
encountering a monster: Stealth/Reconnaissance, Negotiation and Combat.
There are advantages to each: what you do depends upon
the circumstances and the necessities of your mission.

Combat

The most basic type of Move you can take, and the most
visceral, is Combat.
Combat is a fight to the death. Or, a fight until someone
flees or pleads for their life.
Combat consists of multiple Rounds as described above.
As long as you have them in your hand, you must play one
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Environmental Effect or Complication card per Round,
until Combat ends, you you’ve exhausted your supply. The
order in which you play them is up to you.
The first step is to determine Initiative.
Initiative: Roll 1 die for your character and 1 die for the
monster. Add your Speed to your roll and the monster’s
Speed to its roll. The higher number goes first. A tie goes
to the combatant with the higher Speed. If it remains a tie,
re-roll for both. Combat continues in this order, until a
character or monster flees or dies.
For Example: You have a Speed of 3. The monster has
a Speed of 5. You both roll 1d6 and add your Speed to
those values. You roll a 5 for a total of 8. The Monster
rolls a 2 for a total of 7. You go first.
Each Round of Combat is divided into two Turns: actions
taken by you and actions taken by the monster (though not
necessarily in that order).
In a Turn, you may take two actions: An Attack and a
Move. You may swap (or be forced to swap) your Attack
for a second Move, or you may swap your Attack in an attempt to open Negotiations (see Negotiation, below). You
may also opt to swap your Move for a smaller action like
drinking a Potion.
An Attack is any combat talent your character possesses.
It could be a weapon—in the case of the Soldier and the
Trickster—or it could be a spell—in the case of the Sorcerer. If you wish to make an Attack (Ranged), you must
first Move.
Roll a number dice equal to the specified stat, less any
penalties and plus weapon bonuses or miscellaneous
modifiers. Compare the number of Hits (even numbers)
to the target’s Defense score. If the number of Hits equals
or exceeds the Defense, it is a success. Successes above
or below the target’s Defense score can have beneficial or
harmful results.

-2 or
More
Miss and
Draw 1
Complication
Card

-1

Even

+1

Miss

Hit

Hit

+2 or
More
Hit
2X
Damage

A Move shifts your position relative to the monster. In
The Number Crunch, there are three Ranges: Close, Near
and Far. To used an Attack (Ranged), you must shift your
position from Close to Near or Far. If your Speed is 5 or
above, you can move to Far with a single Move action. If
it is below 5, it takes two Moves to get to Far. If you have
Moved on your turn, the monster will automatically Move
towards you, shifting your position back to Close (in one
move if its Speed allows; if it doesn’t it spends its entire
Turn Moving to Close Range). This is over-ruled if the
monster rolls to make an Attack (Ranged).
If you or the monster miss while making an Attack
(Ranged), shift your position back to Close (you or the
monster closed the gap while the other was aiming their
attack).
For Example:
You are in an Encounter with a monster with a Speed
of 3. You have a Speed of 6. On your Turn, you decide
to Move to Far Range and use an Attack (Ranged). On
the Attack (Ranged) chart, you place your token in the
square marked Far. You hit. On the monster’s Turn, you
roll Attack (Torso) for its Behavior. To make this Attack
it must be at Close Range. Because its Speed is only 3,
it must spend two Move actions to Move to Close Range
(you would then place your token on Close). Its Turn
ends before it can make its Attack.
On your next turn, you decide to try another Attack
(Ranged). You move to Far Range (marked by placing
your token in Far), but miss on your attack. You automatically move back to Close Range. The monster takes
its turn and rolls to make an Attack (Torso). It doesn’t
need to make a Move to attack.
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Determining the Monster’s Action:
Before a monster can take its Turn in a Round, you must
determine its Behavior. Each Head of a monster has a list
of Actions it can perform. At the start of the monster’s
Turn, you roll a die minus its Perception plus any damage it has taken to determine this Action. (Count a negative number as 0.) The more clever a monster is (denoted
by Perception) the more it will try to use that to their
advantage, though tempered by its current state of health
(it becomes less rational as it becomes more injured).
For example:
You are fighting a monster with the head of a Gorgon,
the body of a Minotaur and the legs of a Skeleton. It
goes first. It’s list of Behaviors are as follows:
0: Attack (Ranged) 1-3: Attack (Head) 4-6: Attack (Legs)
7-15: Attack (Torso) 16+: Flee/Plead
In the first round, the monster rolls a 6, minus its Perception of 5 for a total of 1: Attack (Head). Looking at
the Attack specified on the head (Gorgon: Petrifying
Stare) it rolls 4D vs. your Defense. It misses.
You attack using an Attack (Melee): Combat vs. Defense.
You hit, causing 2 Damage (after subtracting the Minotaur torso’s Armor Value).
Next round, because you caused the monster Damage,
the monster would roll a die, minus 5 for its Perception,
plus 2 for the damage you caused it. It rolls a 4; you
subtract 5 from that (-1) and add 2, equaling 1!
Most monsters have Special Effects that trigger on a hit.
These trigger even if the hit causes no Damage after your
Armor Value is applied! Your Stats can’t go below 1, even
if a monster’s attack would indicate otherwise.
For example:
A monster with the head of a Vampire strikes you with an
Attack (Head): Charming Gaze for 2 points of damage.
Your Armor Value is 2, so you take no Damage to your
Health, but your Magic is reduced by 2 for the Encounter!

Pleading: When a monster, minion or antagonist is on
death’s door, it may attempt to Plead for its life. Pleading
is like Negotiations (see Negotiation, below). You may
accept its parley, or refuse. If you refuse a monster, minion
or antagonist’s attempt to Negotiate, the monster will Flee.
You will gain Experience on your Capital Experience
Track if you accept a monster’s attempt to Plead, if your
Mission mandated Combat.
Fleeing: If you refuse a monster’s Plead, it will Flee. If
your Speed is greater than the opponent’s Speed, you get
one last attack. If it survives that final blow, it disappears
into the dungeon. You may draw a Treasure card from the
pile. If the Fleeing opponent was a Minion or an Antagonist, draw Treasure and draw a new Act. If that was Act
5, examine the Information you have gathered—if it was
enough to fulfill your Mission, the game ends. If it wasn’t,
you must draw a new Map and repeat Act 5 at the Act
Point!
You may also Flee at any time in Combat. If your Speed
is greater than the opponent’s Speed, you escape without
harm. If the opponent’s Speed is greater than your Speed,
it gets one last attack before you escape!
You will gain Experience on your Capital Experience
Track if the monster Flees, if your Mission mandated
Combat.

Monster Death

Reducing a monster, minion or antagonist to zero Health
allows you to do one of two things: kill it or Torture it for
information.
Killing a Monster: Killing a monster allows you to take
its Treasure. Draw a card at random from the Treasure
pile.
Torture: Torturing a monster allows you to extract
information—though not particularly reliable information
(under duress, most of us, monsters or not, will say anything to get the pain to stop!). Expect information gathered
by this method to be reliable 25% of the time.
If you Torture a monster, it dies upon completion. Even if
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your Mission specifies you’d receive experience towards
Capital for Combat, you receive no experience if you used
Torture. You may still draw Treasure from the Treasure
pile.

Player Death

If an opponent reduces your Health to zero, the game isn’t
over—you simply fail the Act. You must draw a new Act
(the same number you just failed), and draw a number of
Complication Cards equal to 1/2 your Health at the beginning of the Act (rounding down).
For Example:
While fighting the Antagonist of Act 3, you are reduced
to zero Health. Your Health at the start of the Act was
14—you would draw 7 Complication Cards and draw a
new Act 3.

Stealth and Reconnaissance

Sometimes the best approach is the stealthy approach.
The craftiest Auditor can slip through a room, unseen and
snatch treasure and information from right under the nose
of a monster, minion or antagonist!
Since this isn’t a binary proposition, Stealth and Reconnaissance are opposed checks: you’ll roll your Speed
versus the Perception of the opponent. How well you
perform determines the level of success. Certain variables
affect your ability to be stealthy: Bash Down the Door,
and you’ll have a difficult (though not impossible time)
sneaking through a room unseen!
Complete success on your Stealth/Reconnaissance check
allows you to extract information from the monster, minion or antagonist. Information gathered in this manner is
partly reliable. Expect accurate information 50% of the
time!
Mechanically, Stealth and Reconnaissance counts as one
Round. If you have any Environmental Effect cards or
Complication Cards in your hand, you must play them
before making your roll. It goes without saying that using
a Complication or Environmental Effect that won’t affect
the outcome is best!

If Stealth fails, and you are forced into Combat (or Negotiations), follow the rules of Combat, with regards to
Rounds, Environmental Effects and Complications.
See Appendix D: Stealth Matrix for more information.

Negotiation

In the Ministry of the Exchequer, the art of negotiation is
of great importance. Even those Auditors who risk their
lives with sword and spell must be trained in diplomacy.
Most creatures—those with a sense of self preservation,
that is—can be Negotiated with.
Negotiation isn’t as simple as a sword fight: you could win
big—more than you would with a mere fight, or you could
lose everything.
You can attempt to enter into Negotiations any time,
though keep in mind, most monsters aren’t known for
their good conversation and will likely turn you down if
it appears they have the upper hand. However, if you can
persuade them that Negotiation is in their best interest,
you will need to roll your Oratory versus the opponent’s
Oratory..
To determine if a monster will enter into Negotiation, roll
1d6, minus the monster’s Oratory skill plus your Oratory
skill. A total of 5 or 6 succeeds. Even if a success is mathematically impossible, a natural 6 always succeeds.
Like Stealth/Reconnaissance, Negotiation isn’t a binary
result; there are degrees of success and degrees of failure.
To enter into Standard Negotiation, you must be willing
to part with Treasure (if you are successful in your Negotiations, you won’t necessarily part with them, but you
need to show good faith). At the extreme ends of the Negotiation spectrum, you’ll be rewarded with Treasure and
Information, or be forced to give up Treasure. If you lack
the resources to pay for a complete failure, you can still
enter into Standard Negotiations, just on a smaller scale
(you’ll be limited to Partial Victory on the success side of
the equation). Lack of Treasure does not affect Pleading.
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Complete success in Negotiations allows you to extract
information from the monster, minion or antagonist.
Information extracted in this manner is the most reliable.
Expect accurate information 75% of the time.
Mechanically, Negotiation counts as one Round. If you
have any Environmental Effect cards or Complication
Cards in your hand, you must play them before making
your roll. It goes without saying that using a Complication
or Environmental Effect that won’t affect the outcome is
best!
If Pleading Negotiations fail and you are forced into Combat, follow the rules of Combat with regards to Rounds,
Environmental Effects and Complications.

Complication Cards should you fail. Use different colored
dice for Risk Dice. If you fail on your roll, you must draw
Complication Cards equal to the total on all Risk Dice
rolled.
For Example:
You are engaged in Combat with a Minion. You aren’t
certain you can survive another Round, so you decide to
add two Risk Dice to your Attack (Melee). Unfortunately,
luck isn’t on your side, and you miss on your attack. You
must take the total on the Risk Dice you added and draw
that number of Complication Cards. Your Risk Dice were
3 and 5. You would draw 8 Complication Cards and add
them to you hand!

You will gain Experience on your Capital Experience
Track when entering into Standard Negotiations, even if
those Negotiations fail.
See Appendix C: Negotiation Matrix for more information.

Capital

All Auditors possess a reserve of something the Ministry
likes to call Capital. Spending a point of Capital allows
you to add 1D to a roll, or recover 1D6 of lost Health. It’s
that intangible advantage you have from years of training
and service. All players start with 5 points of Capital. Over
the course of your adventuring, you’ll accrue Experience
towards additional points of Capital (the rate at which you
gain Capital varies with vocation). You only gain Experience by following the mandates of your Mission. For
every point of Defense the opponent had, you would mark
one circle on your Capital Experience Track.

Risk

Sometimes you just need that little extra oomph to succeed. And sometimes you’re willing to risk unfavorable
conditions down the line to get that oomph. Any time
you’re rolling the dice, you may opt to add Risk Dice to
the roll. This must be decided before rolling the dice! Risk
Dice provide you with a temporary bonus in exchange for
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Appendix A: Alternative Rules

Tile less Version

You may opt to play The Number Crunch without the use of
tiles. This requires paper and some note taking on the part of
the player, but you like a challenge, don’t you?
Rather than drawing a tile, roll 3 dice. Mark the three values
on your Map as you’d see them on the standard tile. Use
those values to determine Doors, Locks, Traps and Monsters.
As you open doors, roll more dice and follow the standard
rules.

Freestyle Play

If you want a game less defined by maps, minions, antagonists and narrative, you can wander a random dungeon made
completely by chance.
Instead of two types of Information (Situational and Tax
Information), only use Tax Information. (Revealing them immediately, instead of after completing Act 5.)
Draw a Mission, and play Tiles as described above, using
The Oracle. Once you’ve collected the requisite of amount of
Information congruent with your Mission parameters, you’ve
won! You should probably brag about your victory to others...

Multiplayer Option

Like solo games, but wish you could play them with your
friends? That’s sort of confusing.
The multiplayer version of The Number Crunch functions
the same as the solo version. Each player draws a different
Act, but shares the same Mission. The first player to successfully complete the Act (or Acts, if you want to play a longer
game) according to the mission parameters is the winner.
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Appendix B: Sequences of Events
Basic Sequence of Events
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Draw Act
Draw Mission
On a regular square on the Act’s map, Draw Tile. On a Starred square, skip to Step 10
Consult The Oracle using the Disposition and the X, Y and Z values of the Tile
If the Tile contains a Monster or Trap, draw the Environmental Effects Cards corresponding to the Tile’s X,
Y and Z values. If the Tile is empty skip to Step 7
6. Encounter the Tile: if a monster, by Combat, Stealth/Reconnaissance or Negotiation; if a Trap, by Disarming it or Evading it
7. At end of Encounter, discard any remaining Environmental Effect cards
8. Choose a door to open, either by Bashing it Down (Speed + Combat vs. Door Defense) or by Picking it
(either Magic vs. Lock Defense or Perception vs. Lock Defense). Add any bonus dice from Capital or Risk.
If you fail to open a door, choose a new door, or backtrack into a previously explored Tile and open a door
in that room.
9. Return to Step 3
10. Draw a Climactic Scene Card and follow the instructions on the card.

Combat Encounter Sequence
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Initiative: Your Speed + 1D6 vs. Monster’s Speed + 1D6. Higher value goes first. In a tie, the combatant
with the higher Speed goes first.
Play Environmental Effect or Complication Card from your hand
Play any single use Treasure Cards (to override the above)
Use Capital to regain lost Health (if desired)
Roll for Monster’s behavior: 1D6 - Monster’s Perception + Damage Sustained
Move Monster (if applicable)
Roll for Monster’s Attack. If it hits, subtract your Armor Value (if applicable) before applying damage to
your Health. Note any special penalties that occurred
If Monster moved to Far Range and missed on its attack, move it back to Close Range
Move (if desired). If Monster moved to Far Range and
Determine your Attack
Add bonus dice from Capital or Risk
Roll for Attack. If you hit, subtract the Monster’s Armor Value (if applicable) before applying damage to its
Health. Note any special bonuses or penalties that occurred
If the monster is still alive, return to Step 2
If the monster is dead you may Torture it for Information (draw 1 card from Torture pile if it’s a regular
monster or 2 if it is a Minion or Antagonist).
Encounter ends. Discard any remaining Environmental Effect Cards in your hand
If your Mission specified Combat, earn Experience on your Capital Experience Track equal to the Defense
of the Monster. (If you used Torture, you never collect Experience!)
Open new door, or backtrack
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Trap Encounter Sequence
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Play Environmental Effect or Complication Card from your hand
Play any single use Treasure card from your hand (to override the above)
Use Capital to regain lost Health (if desired)
Add any bonus dice from Capital or Risk
Attempt to Disarm the Trap (if you are playing a Trickster)
Add any bonus dice from Capital or Risk
Attempt to Evade the Trap (if you are playing a Soldier or Sorcerer or failed to Disarm the trap)
If you failed to Evade the trap, pay any penalties (less Armor Value if applicable)
Encounter ends. Discard any remaining Environmental Effect Cards in your hand
Open new door, or backtrack

Negotiation Encounter Sequence
1.
2.
3.
4.

Play any Environmental Effect or Complication Cards from your hand
Play and single use Treasure Cards (to override the above)
Use Capital to regain lost Health (if desired)
Attempt to open Negotiations. Roll 1D6 + Your Oratory Stat - Monster’s Oratory Stat. On a value of 5 or 6,
your opponent agrees to Negotiate. On a Natural 6 your opponent agrees to Negotiate (even if mathematically impossible using the above formula)
5. Apply any penalties to your Oratory for lack of Treasure
6. Add any bonus dice from Capital or Risk
7. Roll your Oratory Stat versus the Monster’s Oratory Stat compare results using the Negotiation chart
8. Pay any penalties occurred for a loss
9. Collect any rewards for a victory
10. Encounter ends. Discard any remaining Environmental Effect Cards in your hand
11. If your Mission specified Negotiation, earn Experience on your Capital Experience Track equal to the Defense of the monster even if your Negotiation failed
12. Open new door or backtrack

Stealth/Reconnaissance Encounter Sequence
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Play Environmental Effect or Complication Card from your hand
Play any single use Treasure card from your hand (to override the above)
Use Capital to regain lost Health (if desired)
Add any bonus dice from Capital or Risk
Apply any penalties for having Bashed Open the Door (-1D)
Attempt to sneak past your opponent. Roll your Speed Stat versus the Monster’s Perception Stat. Compare
the results to the Stealth chart
7. If you fail, initiate Negotiation or Combat Encounter
8. If you succeed, draw Treasure Card and Information (if applicable)
9. Encounter ends. Discard any remaining Environmental Effect Cards in your hand
10. If you Mission specified Stealth/Reconnaissance, earn Experience on your Capital Experience Track equal
to the Defense of the monster even if Stealth failed.
11. Open new door or backtrack
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Appendix C: Negotiation Matrix
There are two types of Negotiation: those entered willingly prior to (or in the early stages of) combat (a Standard Negotiation), and
those entered at the cusp of victory (in which one party Pleads for their life). If a monster proposes Negotiation (by rolling Plead/Flee
in their list of behaviors), the player is free to accept or decline. If the player proposes Negotiation, the monster accepts if the result
is a 5 (or more) on a 1d6 + Your Oratory Stat - Monster’s Oratory Stat. A natural roll of 6 is always a Yes, even if success seems
mathematically impossible by the above formula.
Negotiation is an opposed check. Roll your Oratory vs. the Oratory of your opponent. The differential in results indicates the degree
of success (or failure). What those result means, differs based upon the nature of the Negotiation. The chart below depicts results from
the perspective of the player. Each level or Loss or Victory is called a Tier. Certain Complication Cards may instruct you to drop a
Tier.

-2 (or lower)

-1

even

+1

+2 (or more)

Complete
Loss

Partial
Loss

Draw

Partial
Victory

Complete
Victory

Standard
Negotiation

Player gives
up 2 Treasure
and draws 2
Complication
cards

Player gives
up 1 Treasure
and draws a
Complication
card

Combat is
avoided/ends

Combat is
avoided/ends.
Player draws 1
Treasure card

Combat is avoided/ends. Player
draws 1 Treasure
card and 1
Information card
(2 if Minion or
Antagonist)

Monster
regains 1d6
Health. Player
draws 1 Complication card
and combat
resumes

Combat ends.

Plead

Monster
regains 1d6+4
Health. Player
draws 1 Complication card
and combat
resumes

Combat ends.
Player draws 1
Treasure card

Combat ends.
Player draws 1
Treasure card
and 1 Information card (2
if Minion or
Antagonist)

Variables

When entering into Standard Negotiation, factor in these variables, as necessary. Some variables will cap Standard Negotiations at
a certain level. Even if the player should exceed that level with their dice, Negotiating in bad faith (lacking the necessary treasure to
hold up their end of the bargain) limits the generosity of the opponent.
•
•

Player lacks 2 Treasure (Complete Loss Penalty): -1D to player’s Oratory and Negotiation is capped at Partial Victory. Player pays
1 Treasure and draws 3 Complication Cards on Complete Loss (Standard Negotiation Only)
Player lacks 1 Treasure (Partial Loss Penalty): -1D to player’s Oratory and Negotiation is capped at Draw. Player Draws 4 Complication Cards on a Complete Loss and 2 Complication Cards on a Partial Loss (Standard Negotiation Only)
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Appendix D: Stealth Matrix
On a successful roll, Stealth and Reconnaissance allow you to pass through a room, gather treasure (and information)
without engaging the occupant. Like Negotiation, Stealth and Reconnaissance is an opposed check: your Speed versus the
Perception of the opponent.
Once you’ve entered the room, you may declare your intention to use Stealth.
If you Bashed Down the Door, add +1D to the opponent’s Perception
Failing on a Stealth roll does not preclude you from attempting to open Negotiations.
Each level of Success or Failure is called a Tier. Certain Complication Cards may instruct you to drop a Tier.

Stealth and
Reconnaissance

-2 (or lower)

-1

even

+1

+2 (or more)

Complete
Failure

Partial
Failure

Draw

Partial
Success

Complete
Success

Player passes
through room
undetected.
Player draws 1
Treasure card

Player passes
through room
undetected.
Player draws 1
Treasure card
and 1 Information card (2
if Minion or
Antagonist)

Player must en- Player must engage opponent. gage opponent.
Player draws 1 Opponent goes
Complication
first.
card. Opponent
goes first.

Player passes
through the
room undetected

Appendix E: Combat Matrix
Combat (and Sorcery) is your talent versus an opponent’s Defense score. It is a binary proposition:
you either hit or miss, though certain extremes have beneficial or troublesome consequences.
-2 or
More
Miss and
Draw 1
Complication
Card

-1

Even

+1

Miss

Hit

Hit

+2 or
More
Hit
2X
Damage
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Appendix F: Doors and Locks
Door 1

Door 2

A wooden door of adequate construction. Roll
on the sum of your Combat and Speed scores to
attempt to batter it down.
Door Defense: 2

A wooden door reinforced by bands of
metal. Roll on the sum
of your Combat and
Speed scores to attempt
to batter it down.
Door Defense: 3

Door 5

Door 4

A metal door of gold and
bronze. Sure it’s pretty,
but who makes doors of
such soft metal? Roll on
the sum of your Combat
and Speed scores to attempt to batter it down.
Door Defense: 6

Rust permeates this
metal door. Roll on the
sum of your Combat and
Speed scores to attempt
to batter it down.
Door Defense: 5

Door 3

A wooden door with
stout bands of iron. Roll
on the sum of your Combat and Speed scores to
attempt to batter it down.
Door Defense: 4

Door 6

The ne plus ultra of dungeon craft. Roll on the
sum of your Combat and
Speed scores to attempt
to batter it down.
Door Defense: 7

How to read a Door

A door consists of three numbers. If, in the example below, you are trying to open the North door,
you would refer to Door Y in the list above. To Bash Down a Door, you need to roll on your
Combined Combat and Speed vs. Door Defense.
The Lock Defense for a door is the different between the two numbers. Subtract the smaller remaining number from the larger remaining number and you get your Lock Defense, ranging from 0
(unlocked) to 5. A Lock can be picked by using Perception vs. Lock Defense or Magic vs. Lock
Defense.

Z

X

Y
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Appendix G: Traps
Trap 1

Trap 2

Trap 3

Player must make a Perception vs. Trap Defense roll or
fall into a pit of spikes and
take 3 Damage (No Armor)

Player must make a Speed
vs. Trap Defense roll or get
skewered by a hail of arrows
and take
3 Damage

Player must make a Combat
vs. Trap Defense roll or be
bludgeoned by a hammer
wielding automaton and take
4 Damage

Trap 4

Trap 5

Trap 6

Player must make a Magic
vs. Trap Defense roll or step
into an ensorcelled rune on
the floor and take 4 Damage
(No Armor)

Player must make a Speed
vs. Trap Defense roll or fall
into a pit of acid and take
4 Damage (No Armor) and
draw 1 Complication Card

Player must make a Perception vs. Trap Defense roll
or be crushed underneath a
rolling boulder and take 5
Damage and draw
1 Complication Card

How to read a Trap

If you enter a room and discover that it is trapped, the three numbers on the tile describe the peril your
poor auditor faces. Unlike a door, a trap is always read the same way. Using the diagram below, Y describes the type of trap (refer to the list above).
The Trap Defense equals the smaller remaining number subtracted from the larger remaining number (or
if you’d prefer, the absolute value of X-Z).

Z

X

Y
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DIM LIGHTING

DIM LIGHTING

A weak light fills the room, making it
difficult to pick out details from the
shadows.

A weak light fills the room, making it
difficult to pick out details from the
shadows.

- 1 Perception - 1 Magic - 1 Oratory

- 1 Perception - 1 Magic - 1 Oratory

discard at end of encounter

discard at end of encounter

DIM LIGHTING
A weak light fills the room, making it
difficult to pick out details from the
shadows.

COLD
A chill permeates this room, making
limbs stiff and clumsy.

- 1 Perception - 1 Magic - 1 Oratory

- 1 Combat - 1 Armor Value - 1 Speed

discard at end of encounter

discard at end of encounter

COLD
A chill permeates this room, making
limbs stiff and clumsy.

COLD
A chill permeates this room, making
limbs stiff and clumsy.

- 1 Combat - 1 Armor Value - 1 Speed

- 1 Combat - 1 Armor Value - 1 Speed

discard at end of encounter

discard at end of encounter

SMOKE

SMOKE

A thick, cloying smoke fills the room.
Your eyes water and head swims in
the mysterious haze.

A thick, cloying smoke fills the room.
Your eyes water and head swims in
the mysterious haze.

- 1 Magic - 1 Oratory - 1 Perception

- 1 Magic - 1 Oratory - 1 Perception

discard at end of encounter

discard at end of encounter

SMOKE
A thick, cloying smoke fills the room.
Your eyes water and head swims in
the mysterious haze.

RAIN
Water drips from an unknown
source, making surfaces slick and
armor warped and rusty.

- 1 Magic - 1 Oratory - 1 Perception

- 1 Armor Value - 1 Combat - 1 Speed

discard at end of encounter

discard at end of encounter

RAIN
Water drips from an unknown
source, making surfaces slick and
armor warped and rusty.

RAIN
Water drips from an unknown
source, making surfaces slick and
armor warped and rusty.

- 1 Armor Value - 1 Combat - 1 Speed

- 1 Armor Value - 1 Combat - 1 Speed

discard at end of encounter

discard at end of encounter

NOISE
Loud, grating noise fills the room
making it difficult to think.

NOISE
Loud, grating noise fills the room
making it difficult to think.

- 1 Oratory - 1 Combat - 1 Perception

- 1 Oratory - 1 Combat - 1 Perception

discard at end of encounter

discard at end of encounter

NOISE
Loud, grating noise fills the room
making it difficult to think.

UNSTABLE GROUND
The floor trembles and gives under
your feet, making it difficult to find
steady purchase.

- 1 Oratory - 1 Combat - 1 Perception

- 1 Speed - 1 Combat - 1 Armor Value

discard at end of encounter

discard at end of encounter

UNSTABLE GROUND

UNSTABLE GROUND

The floor trembles and gives under
your feet, making it difficult to find
steady purchase.

The floor trembles and gives under
your feet, making it difficult to find
steady purchase.

- 1 Speed - 1 Combat - 1 Armor Value

- 1 Speed - 1 Combat - 1 Armor Value

discard at end of encounter

discard at end of encounter

COMPLICATION
You can’t seem to shake the fear from
your system.

-1 Combat
Keep in hand until played. You must play any Complication
Cards in your hand; one per Round

COMPLICATION
A pervasive melancholy saps your
will to fight.

-1 Combat
Keep in hand until played. You must play any Complication
Cards in your hand; one per Round

COMPLICATION
Sweat runs from your brow and into
your eyes.

-1 Perception
Keep in hand until played. You must play any Complication
Cards in your hand; one per Round

COMPLICATION
The air crackles with arcane interference.

-1 Magic
Keep in hand until played. You must play any Complication
Cards in your hand; one per Round

COMPLICATION
You need some electrolytes, bro.

-1 Speed
Keep in hand until played. You must play any Complication
Cards in your hand; one per Round

COMPLICATION
Did you bump your head or something?

-1 Perception
Keep in hand until played. You must play any Complication
Cards in your hand; one per Round

COMPLICATION
The architect of this particular dungeon must have lined the walls with
lead.

-1 Magic

Keep in hand until played. You must play any Complication
Cards in your hand; one per Round

COMPLICATION
What did Coach say? You’ll pull a
muscle unless you stretch out properly.

-1 Speed

Keep in hand until played. You must play any Complication
Cards in your hand; one per Round

COMPLICATION

COMPLICATION

Too much mucus. Perhaps that lunch
of cheese, flour and milk wasn’t
advisable.

It is said that all the world is a stage.
What you have is aptly called “stagefright.”

Keep in hand until played. You must play any Complication
Cards in your hand; one per Round

Keep in hand until played. You must play any Complication
Cards in your hand; one per Round

-1 Oratory

COMPLICATION
Broken armor. That’s what happens
when you don’t take care of your
things.

-1 Armor Value

Keep in hand until played. You must play any Complication
Cards in your hand; one per Round

-1 Oratory

COMPLICATION
You look like you’ve lost some weight!
Unfortunately, your armor doesn’t fit
anymore.

-1 Armor Value

Keep in hand until played. You must play any Complication
Cards in your hand; one per Round

COMPLICATION
Your silver tongue is showing its
tarnish.

Drop 1 Tier Negotiation
Keep in hand until played. You must play any Complication
Cards in your hand; one per Round

COMPLICATION
All signs point towards playing it
safe.

No Risk Dice
Keep in hand until played. You must play any Complication
Cards in your hand; one per Round

COMPLICATION
You are mesmerized by your opponents fluid attack.

No Armor Bonus
Keep in hand until played. You must play any Complication
Cards in your hand; one per Round

COMPLICATION
Maybe you’re just a little dim, but
monsters seem so much smarter when
you’re around!

-6 on Monster Behavior Roll

Keep in hand until played. You must play any Complication
Cards in your hand; one per Round

COMPLICATION
All your plans were for naught!

No Special Effect on Hit
Keep in hand until played. You must play any Complication
Cards in your hand; one per Round

COMPLICATION
Maybe you shouldn’t have worn the
sleigh bells after all.

Drop 1 Tier Stealth
Keep in hand until played. You must play any Complication
Cards in your hand; one per Round

COMPLICATION
The harder they fall...

2X Penalty for Risk Dice
Keep in hand until played. You must play any Complication
Cards in your hand; one per Round

COMPLICATION
Your low-carb diet seems to have
sapped your energy.

1/2 Damage
Keep in hand until played. You must play any Complication
Cards in your hand; one per Round

COMPLICATION
Someone spilled soda on the floor.
Your feet are glued in place!

No Move
Keep in hand until played. You must play any Complication
Cards in your hand; one per Round

COMPLICATION
Maybe it’s time you gave peace a
chance.

No Attack
Keep in hand until played. You must play any Complication
Cards in your hand; one per Round

COMPLICATION
You’ve never been in this type of situation before.

No Capital
Keep in hand until played. You must play any Complication
Cards in your hand; one per Round

Invalid Information
The Intelligence you’ve gathered is fake. It
does not count towards Mission Goals.

Shuffle back into the appropriate pile

Invalid Information
The Intelligence you’ve gathered is fake. It
does not count towards Mission Goals.

Shuffle back into the appropriate pile

Invalid Information
The Intelligence you’ve gathered is fake. It
does not count towards Mission Goals.

Shuffle back into the appropriate pile

Invalid Information
The Intelligence you’ve gathered is fake. It
does not count towards Mission Goals.

Shuffle back into the appropriate pile

COMPLICATION
All this thinking is hard!

2X Cost for Capital
Keep in hand until played. You must play any Complication
Cards in your hand; one per Round

Invalid Information
The Intelligence you’ve gathered is fake. It
does not count towards Mission Goals.

Shuffle back into the appropriate pile

Invalid Information
The Intelligence you’ve gathered is fake. It
does not count towards Mission Goals.

Shuffle back into the appropriate pile

Invalid Information
The Intelligence you’ve gathered is fake. It
does not count towards Mission Goals.

Shuffle back into the appropriate pile

Invalid Information
The Intelligence you’ve gathered is fake. It
does not count towards Mission Goals.

Shuffle back into the appropriate pile

Invalid Information
The Intelligence you’ve gathered is fake. It
does not count towards Mission Goals.

Shuffle back into the appropriate pile

Invalid Information
The Intelligence you’ve gathered is fake. It
does not count towards Mission Goals.

Shuffle back into the appropriate pile

Invalid Information
The Intelligence you’ve gathered is fake. It
does not count towards Mission Goals.

Shuffle back into the appropriate pile

Invalid Information
The Intelligence you’ve gathered is fake. It
does not count towards Mission Goals.

Shuffle back into the appropriate pile

Valid Information

Valid Information

The Intelligence you’ve gathered is genuine! It
counts towards Mission goals!

The Intelligence you’ve gathered is genuine! It
counts towards Mission goals!

Shuffle back into the appropriate pile

Shuffle back into the appropriate pile

Valid Information

Valid Information

The Intelligence you’ve gathered is genuine! It
counts towards Mission goals!

The Intelligence you’ve gathered is genuine! It
counts towards Mission goals!

Shuffle back into the appropriate pile

Shuffle back into the appropriate pile

Valid Information

Valid Information

The Intelligence you’ve gathered is genuine! It
counts towards Mission goals!

The Intelligence you’ve gathered is genuine! It
counts towards Mission goals!

Shuffle back into the appropriate pile

Shuffle back into the appropriate pile

Valid Information

Valid Information

The Intelligence you’ve gathered is genuine! It
counts towards Mission goals!

The Intelligence you’ve gathered is genuine! It
counts towards Mission goals!

Shuffle back into the appropriate pile

Shuffle back into the appropriate pile

Valid Information

Valid Information

The Intelligence you’ve gathered is genuine! It
counts towards Mission goals!

The Intelligence you’ve gathered is genuine! It
counts towards Mission goals!

Shuffle back into the appropriate pile

Shuffle back into the appropriate pile

Valid Information

Valid Information

The Intelligence you’ve gathered is genuine! It
counts towards Mission goals!

The Intelligence you’ve gathered is genuine! It
counts towards Mission goals!

Shuffle back into the appropriate pile

Mission

The Ministry wants you to leave no
witnesses behind. You must collect 0
pieces of valid information to complete the Act.

Combat

Mission defines what moves grant you Experience on your
Capital Experience Track. Draw a new Mission after
completing an Act.

Mission

The Ministry wants no evidence they
were involved.You must collect 1
piece of valid information to complete
the Act.

Stealth/Reconnaissance

Mission defines what moves grant you Experience on your
Capital Experience Track. Draw a new Mission after
completing an Act.

Shuffle back into the appropriate pile

Mission

The Ministry wants this handled as
diplomatically as possible. You must
collect 2 pieces of valid information to
complete the Act.

Negotiation

Mission defines what moves grant you Experience on your
Capital Experience Track. Draw a new Mission after
completing an Act.

Mission

The Ministry wants you to prosecute
the mission with utmost prejudice.
You must collect 0 pieces of valid
information to complete the Act.

Combat

Mission defines what moves grant you Experience on your
Capital Experience Track. Draw a new Mission after
completing an Act.

Mission

The Ministry doesn’t want to step on
any toes. You must collect 2 pieces of
valid information to complete the Act.

Negotiation

Mission defines what moves grant you Experience on your
Capital Experience Track. Draw a new Mission after
completing an Act.

Mission

Dead men/monsters tell no tales. You
must collect 1 piece of valid information to complete the Act.

Combat

Mission defines what moves grant you Experience on your
Capital Experience Track. Draw a new Mission after
completing an Act.

Mission

The Ministry, officially, cannot get
involved. You must collect 2 pieces of
valid information to complete the Act.

Stealth/Reconnaissance

Mission defines what moves grant you Experience on your
Capital Experience Track. Draw a new Mission after
completing an Act.

Mission

The monsters have an incredible lawyer. You must collect 2 pieces of valid
information to complete the Act.

Negotiation

Mission defines what moves grant you Experience on your
Capital Experience Track. Draw a new Mission after
completing an Act.

Severe Wound
Oh my stars and garters, how are you
even still on your feet?

As long as you are Severely Wounded, you must
always have 1 Complication Card in your hand at the start
of any Encounter.

Mission

As far as The Ministry is concerned,
you were never there. You must collect 1 piece of valid information to
complete the Act.

Stealth/Reconnaissance

Mission defines what moves grant you Experience on your
Capital Experience Track. Draw a new Mission after
completing an Act.

Mission

The boss’s husband is on their board
of directors. Handle this delicately.
You must collect 2 pieces of valid
information to complete the Act.

Negotiation

Mission defines what moves grant you Experience on your
Capital Experience Track. Draw a new Mission after
completing an Act.

Mission

The ends justify the means. If you
don’t screw up. You must collect 1
piece of valid information to complete
the Act.

Combat

Mission defines what moves grant you Experience on your
Capital Experience Track. Draw a new Mission after
completing an Act.

Mission

The Ministry wants this as clean as
possible. Don’t get caught. You must
collect 2 pieces of valid information to
complete the Act.

Stealth/Reconnaissance

Mission defines what moves grant you Experience on your
Capital Experience Track. Draw a new Mission after
completing an Act.

Critical Wound
You look like death warmed over.
Here, let me make you some soup.

As long as you are Critically Wounded, you must
always have 2 Complication Cards in your hand at the
start of any Encounter.

Treasure

Treasure

Treasure

Torch

Torch

Torch

Use the Torch to discard one
instance of the Environmental
Effect Dim.
Single Use Item

Use the Torch to discard one
instance of the Environmental
Effect Dim.
Single Use Item

Use the Torch to discard one
instance of the Environmental
Effect Dim.
Single Use Item

Treasure

Treasure

Treasure

Earmuffs

Earmuffs

Earmuffs

Use the Earmuffs to discard one
instance of the Environmental
Effect Noise.

Use the Earmuffs to discard one
instance of the Environmental
Effect Noise.

Use the Earmuffs to discard one
instance of the Environmental
Effect Noise.

Single Use Item

Single Use Item

Single Use Item

Treasure

Treasure

Treasure

Crampons

Crampons

Crampons

Use the Crampons to discard one
instance of the Environmental
Effect Unstable Ground.

Use the Crampons to discard one
instance of the Environmental
Effect Unstable Ground.

Use the Crampons to discard one
instance of the Environmental
Effect Unstable Ground.

Single Use Item

Single Use Item

Single Use Item

Treasure

Treasure

Treasure

Umbrella

Umbrella

Umbrella

Use the Umbrella to discard one
instance of the Environmental
Effect Rain.
Single Use Item

Use the Umbrella to discard one
instance of the Environmental
Effect Rain.
Single Use Item

Use the Umbrella to discard one
instance of the Environmental
Effect Rain.
Single Use Item

Treasure

Treasure

Treasure

Mittens

Mittens

Mittens

Use the Mittens to discard one
instance of the Environmental
Effect Cold.
Single Use Item

Use the Mittens to discard one
instance of the Environmental
Effect Cold.
Single Use Item

Use the Mittens to discard one
instance of the Environmental
Effect Cold.
Single Use Item

Treasure

Treasure

Treasure

Gas Mask

Gas Mask

Gas Mask

Use the Gas Mask to discard one
instance of the Environmental
Effect Smoke.

Use the Gas Mask to discard one
instance of the Environmental
Effect Smoke.

Use the Gas Mask to discard one
instance of the Environmental
Effect Smoke.

Single Use Item

Single Use Item

Single Use Item

Treasure

Treasure

Treasure

Draught
of Power

Draught
of Power

Draught
of Power

Spend this item to discard 2
Complication Cards
Single Use Item

Spend this item to discard 2
Complication Cards
Single Use Item

Spend this item to discard 2
Complication Cards
Single Use Item

Treasure

Treasure

Treasure

Draught
of Power

Draught
of Healing

Draught
of Healing

Spend this item to recover 1D6
of lost Health

Spend this item to recover 1D6
of lost Health

Spend this item to discard 2
Complication Cards
Single Use Item

Single Use Item

Single Use Item

Treasure

Treasure

Treasure

Draught
of Healing

Draught
of Healing

Draught
of Healing

Spend this item to recover 1D6
of lost Health

Spend this item to recover 1D6
of lost Health

Spend this item to recover 1D6
of lost Health

Single Use Item

Single Use Item

Single Use Item

Treasure

Treasure

Treasure

Draught
of Healing

Draught
of Healing

Draught
of Healing

Spend this item to recover 1D6
of lost Health

Spend this item to recover 1D6
of lost Health

Spend this item to recover 1D6
of lost Health

Single Use Item

Single Use Item

Single Use Item

Treasure

Treasure

Treasure

Combat
Bracers

Combat
Bracers

Crown of
Seeing

The wearer adds 1 to Combat

The wearer adds 1 to Combat

Artifact

The wearer adds 1 to
Perception

Artifact

Artifact

Treasure

Treasure

Treasure

Crown of
Seeing

Magic
Wand

Magic
Wand

The wearer adds 1 to
Perception
Artifact

The wearer adds 1 to Magic

Artifact

The wearer adds 1 to Magic

Artifact

Gorgon
Magic: 5
Perception: 5
Oratory: 3

1

Behavior:
Roll 1d6 - Perception + any Damage received
0-1: Attack (Head) 2: Attack (Ranged) 3-4: Attack
(Legs) 5-7: Attack (Torso) 8+: Plead/Flee
Attack (Head): Petrifying Stare, 6D vs. Defense,
3 Damage and Speed is reduced to 1 for the
Encounter

Gorgon
Combat: 3
Defense: 3
Health: 11
Armor: 2

1

Attack (Torso): Dagger strike, 6D vs. Defense,
4 Damage
Attack (Ranged): Dagger, 5D vs. Defense,
4 Damage

1
Gorgon
Speed: 2
Attack (Legs): Quick Strike, 5D vs. Defense,
5 Damage (No Armor)

Cyclops
Magic: 4
Perception: 5
Oratory: 3

2

Behavior:
Roll 1d6 - Perception + any Damage received
0: Attack (Ranged) 1-2: Attack (Legs) 3-5: Attack
(Head) 6-10: Attack (Torso) 11+: Plead/Flee
Attack (Head): Baleful Eye, 6D vs. Defense,
3 Damage and Combat is reduced by 1 for the
Encounter

2
Cyclops
Combat: 5
Defense: 3
Health: 16
Armor: 0
Attack (Torso): Dagger strike, 6D vs. Defense,
5 Damage
Attack (Ranged): Hurled Rock, 5D vs. Defense,
5 Damage

2
Cyclops
Speed: 3
Attack (Legs): Ferocious Charge, 5D vs. Defense,
5 Damage, (No Armor)

Zombie
Magic: 1
Perception: 2
Oratory: 0 (Special: Doesn’t Negotiate)

3

Behavior:
Roll 1d6 - Perception + any Damage received
1+ Attack (Torso)

3
Zombie
Combat: 5
Defense: 2
Health: 23
Armor: 0
Attack (Torso): Swipe, 6D vs. Defense, 4 Damage
Attack (Ranged): Hurled Chunks, 5D vs. Defense,
5 Damage

3
Zombie
Speed: 2
Attack (Legs): Kick, 5D vs. Defense, 5 Damage

Minotaur
Magic: 2
Perception: 4
Oratory:4

4

Behavior:
Roll 1d6 - Perception + any Damage received
0: Attack (Ranged) 1-2: Attack (Legs) 3-5: Attack
(Head) 6-9: Attack (Torso) 10+: Plead/Flee
Attack (Head): Gore, 5D vs. Defense,
4 Damage and Combat is reduced by 1
for the Encounter

4
Minotaur
Combat: 6
Defense: 3
Health: 14
Armor: 2
Attack (Torso): Punch, 6D vs. Defense,
4 Damage
Attack (Ranged): Thrown knife, 5D vs. Defense,
5 Damage

4
Minotaur
Speed: 4
Attack (Legs): Charge, 5D vs. Defense,
4 Damage and Perception is reduced by 1
for the Encounter

Skeleton
Magic: 1
Perception: 4
Oratory: 0 (Special: Doesn’t Negotiate)

5

Behavior:
Roll 1d6 - Perception + any Damage received
0: Attack (Legs) 1: Attack (Head)
2+: Attack (Torso)
Attack (Head): Head butt, 5D vs. Defense,
4 Damage and Perception is reduced by 1
for the Encounter

5
Skeleton
Combat: 5
Defense: 2
Health: 16
Armor: 1
Attack (Torso): Dagger Swipe, 6D vs. Defense,
5 Damage
Attack (Ranged): Thrown Dagger, 5D vs. Defense,
5 Damage

5
Skeleton
Speed: 5
Attack (Legs): Disorienting Jig, 5D vs. Defense,
5 Damage (No Armor)

Vampire
Magic: 6
Perception: 5
Oratory: 5

6

Behavior:
Roll 1d6 - Perception + any Damage received
0: Attack (Ranged) 1-2: Attack (Legs) 3-4: Attack
(Head) 5-8: Attack (Torso) 9+: Plead/Flee
Attack (Head): Charming Gaze, 5D vs. Defense,
4 Damage and Magic is reduced by 1
for the Encounter

Vampire
Combat: 4
Defense: 3
Health: 14
Armor: 0

6

Attack (Torso): Crushing Blow, 5D vs. Defense,
5 Damage
Attack (Ranged): Swarm of Bats, 5D vs. Defense,
4 Damage and Perception is reduced by 1
for the Encounter

6
Vampire
Speed: 6
Attack (Legs): Evasive Strike, 5D vs. Defense,
5 Damage (No Armor)

Minion: Goblin Tandem
Goblins are small and somewhat cowardly. That’s why they like
teaming up with bigger creatures. In this case, a goblin with a pituitary problem. David or Doug, I think.
Magic: 2, Perception: 3, Oratory: 3, Combat: 4
Defense: 3, Health: 8, Armor Value: 1, Speed: 5
Behavior: Roll 1d6 - Perception + Any Damage Received
0-1: Attack (Charge), 2-3: Attack (Ranged),
4-6: Attack (Melee), 7+: Plead/Flee
Attack (Charge): 5D vs. Defense, 5 Damage (No Armor) and
Speed is Reduced by 1 for the Encounter
Attack (Ranged—Dagger): 6D vs. Defense, 5 Damage
Attack (Melee—Hammer): 6D vs. Defense, 5 Damage

Minion: Plant Monster
What cruel sorcery condemned this humble rhododendron to a life
lived in crude semblance to man? I’ll tell you what sorcery: sorcery
most foul.
Magic: 4, Perception: 3, Oratory: 2, Combat: 5
Defense: 3, Health: 12, Armor Value: 0, Speed: 3
Behavior: Roll 1d6 - Perception + Any Damage Received
0-1: Attack (Mournful Wail), 2-3: Attack (Charge),
4-7: Attack (Melee), 8+: Plead/Flee
Attack (Mournful Wail): 5D vs. Defense, 4 Damage and Magic is
Reduced by 1 for the Encounter
Attack (Charge): 5D vs. Defense, 6 Damage (No Armor)
Attack (Melee—Smash): 6D vs. Defense, 5 Damage

Minion: Goblin Lancer
Goblins and bears go together like chocolate and peanut butter; like
milk and cookies; like small anthropoids and ursidae. It’s an evil
bear, so you shouldn’t feel too bad for doing to it what you gotta do
to it. FYI, the goblin is also evil.
Magic: 2, Perception: 4, Oratory: 2, Combat: 5
Defense: 3, Health: 12, Armor Value: 1, Speed: 4
Behavior: Roll 1d6 - Perception + Any Damage Received
0-3: Attack (Charge), 4-7: Attack (Melee), 8+: Plead/Flee
Attack (Charge): 5D vs. Defense, 6 Damage (No Armor) and
Combat is reduced by 1 for the Encounter
Attack (Melee—Swipe): 6D vs. Defense, 5 Damage

Minion: Deputy Caterpillar
Years ago an evil sheriff deputized a moth (for obvious reasons).
The sheriff was so pleased with the arrangement that she deputized
its 4,327 eggs. This particular Deputy Caterpillar (Andy) is a crack
shot with a bow and arrow.
Magic: 2, Perception: 4, Oratory: 2, Combat: 4
Defense: 3, Health: 12, Armor Value: 2, Speed: 2
Behavior: Roll 1d6 - Perception + Any Damage Received
0-3: Attack (Ranged—Bow), 4-7: Attack (Melee—Punching),
8+: Plead/Flee
Attack (Ranged—Bow): 6D vs. Defense, 5 Damage, Can attack a
fleeing target, regardless of Speed
Attack (Melee—Punching): 6D vs. Defense, 5 Damage

Minion: Brounie
Some Brounies are friendly sprites who cobble shoes and help you
earn merit badges in knot work and fellowship. Not this Brounie.
It’s pretty much designed for two things: Selling cookies and kicking ass. And it never ordered any cookies.
Magic: 4, Perception: 2, Oratory: 2, Combat: 3
Defense: 2, Health: 15, Armor Value: 1, Speed: 6
Behavior: Roll 1d6 - Perception + Any Damage Received
0-1: Attack (Ranged), 2-3: Attack (Nimble Strike),
4-11: Attack (Melee), 12+: Plead/Flee
Attack (Ranged—Dagger): 5D vs. Defense, 5 Damage
Attack (Nimble Strike): 6D vs. Defense, 5 Damage (No Armor)
Attack (Melee—Dagger): 6D vs. Defense, 5 Damage

Minion: Pirate Octopod
You would think that Pirate Octopod would be most comfortable on
the open seas and not trapped in some dungeon. You’d be correct.
But, Pirate Octopod likes to make lemonade out of metaphorical
lemons and you look pretty yellow and rind-y.
Magic: 1, Perception: 3, Oratory: 5, Combat: 4
Defense: 3, Health: 14, Armor Value: 1, Speed: 2
Behavior: Roll 1d6 - Perception + Any Damage Received
0-1: Attack (Ranged—Harpoon), 2-3: Attack (Grab and Peck),
4-9: Attack (Melee), 10+: Plead/Flee
Attack (Ranged—Harpoon): 5D vs. Defense, 4 Damage and Combat is Reduced by 1 for the Encounter
Attack (Grab and Peck): 5D vs. Defense, 6 Damage
Attack (Melee—Swipe): 6D vs. Defense, 5 Damage

Minion: Fighting Tortoise
A mysterious mutagen gave rise to these martial turtles. No one
knows how old they are—some say they’re centuries old while others believe them mere teenagers. You won’t want to jump on these
tortoises, it’s not that type of game.
Magic: 2, Perception: 2, Oratory: 1, Combat: 5
Defense: 3, Health: 19, Armor Value: 3, Speed: 1
Behavior: Roll 1d6 - Perception + Any Damage Received
0-1: Attack (Uppercut), 2-3: Attack (Sweeping Blow),
4-13: Attack (Melee), 14+: Plead/Flee
Attack (Uppercut): 5D vs. Defense, 5 Damage and Perception is
reduced by 1 for the Encounter
Attack (Sweeping Blow): 5D vs. Defense, 6 Damage (No Armor)
Attack (Melee—Mace): 5D vs. Defense, 6 Damage

Minion: Unsettling Thing
I don’t know what this is. It’s got a dagger and some sort of big
mouth and maybe some tentacles. It’s kinda gross. You can tell it’s
evil because of the tentacles.
Magic: 3, Perception: 4, Oratory: 1, Combat: 5
Defense: 2, Health: 19, Armor Value: 0, Speed: 2
Behavior: Roll 1d6 - Perception + Any Damage Received
0-3: Attack (Grab and Bite), 4-6: Attack (Grab),
7-13: Attack (Melee), 14+: Plead/Flee
Attack (Grab and Bite): 5D vs. Defense, 5 Damage and Magic is
Reduced by 1 for the Encounter
Attack (Grab): 6D vs. Defense, 5 Damage (No Armor)
Attack (Melee—Dagger): 6D vs. Defense, 5 Damage

Minion: Troll Shaman
By day, the Troll Shaman lives under a bridge and collects fees from
unwary travelers. By night he does the same, but with the appropriate mood lighting. Also, it flies. Sort of. More like floats.
Magic: 5, Perception: 3, Oratory: 2, Combat: 2
Defense: 3, Health: 14, Armor Value: 1, Speed: 3
Behavior: Roll 1d6 - Perception + Any Damage Received
0-2: Attack (Pain Spike), 3-5: Attack (Withering Glare),
6-12: Attack (Burning Wallop), 13+: Plead/Flee
Attack (Pain Spike): 5D vs. Defense, 5 Damage and Perception is
reduced by 1 for the Encounter
Attack (Withering Glare): 6D vs. Defense, 4 Damage and Combat
is reduced by 1 for the Encounter
Attack (Burning Wallop): 5D vs. Defense, 6 Damage

Antagonist: Sharon, Director
of Public Relations
What?! Sharon, Director of Public Relations from the Ministry of
the Exchequer is a villain? But she always seemed so nice... so personable. Sure, she’s pretty much a grotesque human head floating in
a jar propelled by mysterious thaumaturgy, but you certainly never
expected this!
Magic: 5, Perception: 2, Oratory: 6, Combat: 3
Defense: 3, Health: 15, Armor Value: 1, Speed: 2
Behavior: Roll 1d6 - Perception + Any Damage Received
0-2: Attack (Psychic Assault), 3-5: Attack (Charm),
6-10: Attack (Melee), 11+: Plead/Flee
Attack (Psychic Assault): 5D vs. Defense, 5 Damage (No Armor)
and Magic is Reduced by 1 for the Encounter
Attack (Charm): 6D vs. Defense, 4 Damage (No Armor) and Defense is reduced by 1 for the Encounter
Attack (Melee—Headbutt): 6D vs. Defense, 5 Damage

Antagonist: Vicki, Deputy
Minister of the Exchequer
There’s no way Vicki, the Deputy Minister of the Exchequer is a villain! Sure, any bureaucracy tends to corrupt a person, no matter how
pure of heart they might have been, but you certainly never expected
this! I mean she even remembered your birthday and brought you a
cookie (it was from the vending machine... but still...)!
Magic: 2, Perception: 4, Oratory: 6, Combat: 6
Defense: 4, Health: 10, Armor Value: 2, Speed: 2
Behavior: Roll 1d6 - Perception + Any Damage Received
0-1: Attack (Fast Strike), 2: Attack (Ranged),
3-4: Attack (Evasive Blow), 5-7 Attack (Melee), 8+: Plead/Flee
Attack (Fast Strike): 5D vs. Defense, 5 Damage (No Armor) and
Speed is Reduced by 1 for the Encounter
Attack (Ranged—Dagger): 5D vs. Defense, 5 Damage
Attack (Evasive Blow): 6D vs. Defense, 5 Damage (No Armor)
Attack (Melee—Axe): 6D vs. Defense, 5 Damage

Antagonist: Jeff, Head of
Human Resources
You know, most of Jeff’s Human Resource related mandates involved more weight lifting and human growth hormone ingesting.
I guess his treachery can’t come as that much of a surprise. Guy
needs to wear some pants, though. When the wind blows down
south, there ain’t many clouds covering the peninsula.
Magic: 1, Perception: 2, Oratory: 2, Combat: 6
Defense: 3, Health: 18, Armor Value: 0, Speed: 3
Behavior: Roll 1d6 - Perception + Any Damage Received
0-4: Attack (Bull Rush), 5-14: Attack (Melee),
15+: Plead/Flee
Attack (Bull Rush): 6D vs. Defense, 4 Damage (No Armor) and
Perception is Reduced by 1 for the Encounter
Attack (Melee—Smash!): 6D vs. Defense, 5 Damage

Antagonist: Chad, Head of
Maintenance
Not Chad! It couldn’t be! You’ve spent many fine afternoons having
“lunch” in his van listening to Prog-rock on his hi-fi. There’s no way
this guy is evil! Lazy, yes. Probably borderline sociopathic. Carries
a black rune sword with Yes lyrics etched into it, true. But ev... actually, it really isn’t that surprising.
Magic: 1, Perception: 2, Oratory: 2, Combat: 6
Defense: 3, Health: 14, Armor Value: 1, Speed: 5
Behavior: Roll 1d6 - Perception + Any Damage Received
0-1: Attack (Ranged), 2-4: Attack (Sweeping Blow),
5-10: Attack (Melee), 11+: Plead/Flee
Attack (Ranged—Dagger): 5D vs. Defense, 5 Damage
Attack (Sweeping Blow): 6D vs. Defense, 5 Damage (No Armor)
Attack (Melee): 6D vs. Defense, 5 Damage

Antagonist: The Minister of
the Exchequer
This corruption goes right to the top?! You’ve spent your entire life
in the Ministry, and now you need to do some serious soul-searching
(within your own soul, not looking for other souls). What if everything you’ve ever done for the Ministry has been tainted by this
corruption?! Could you live with yourself? Stay tuned for answers...
Magic: 3, Perception: 3, Oratory: 5, Combat: 5
Defense: 4, Health: 21, Armor Value: 1, Speed: 3
Behavior: Roll 1d6 - Perception + Any Damage Received
0-1: Attack (Charge), 2-4: Attack (Sweeping Blow),
5-7: Attack (Bonk on the Head), 8-15: Attack (Melee),
16+: Plead/Flee
Attack (Charge): 6D vs. Defense, 4 Damage (No Armor) and
Speed is Reduced by 1 for the Encounter
Attack (Sweeping Blow): 6D vs. Defense, 5 Damage (No Armor)
Attack (Bonk on the Head): 5D vs. Defense, 5 Damage and Perception is Reduced by 2 for the Encounter
Attack (Melee—Hammer): 6D vs. Defense, 5 Damage

Antagonist: Dan, Head of
General Magery
But, but... Dan seemed so trustworthy! You’d always see him cackling over a bubbling cauldron, stroking his long, oiled mustaches,
threatening the interns... How could this be?!

Magic: 6, Perception: 2, Oratory: 4, Combat: 2
Defense: 3, Health: 17, Armor Value: 0, Speed: 5
Behavior: Roll 1d6 - Perception + Any Damage Received
0-2: Attack (Ranged), 3-6: Attack (Psychic Blow),
7-12: Attack (Fiery Touch), 13+: Plead/Flee
Attack (Ranged—Lightning Bolt): 6D vs. Defense, 5 Damage
Attack (Psychic Blow): 5D vs. Defense, 5 Damage and Perception
is Reduced by 2 for the Encounter
Attack (Fiery Touch): 7D vs. Defense, 4 Damage

Act
I

You step into your boss’s office. Like most middle managers’s offices, it’s decorated in a standard
assortment of office supply superstore decor: plants (fake), inspirational paintings (tacky) and small
framed etchings of family, friends and pets (108% above your tolerance for cute). Five minutes in
there, and you’ve already identified the blind spots, exits and objects that could be turned into weapons
in a pinch (the fake plants—who would have guessed?). You’re just that good. And also about to retire.
“Have a seat,” she says. She’s holding your employee personnel file in her hand. That’s never a
good sign.
“I’ve got a job for you, sport. It’s pretty easy. Nothing that should complicate your retirement on
Monday,” she says.
You don’t think she actually remembers your name. It’s probably not a big deal. You’re retiring on Monday and it
won’t matter anymore.
“Good thing,” you say. “I suspect I’m getting too old for this.”
“Nonsense. You look as hale and hearty as anyone here. Why, you don’t look a day over,” she says as she glances down at
your personnel file. “...Forty-five?” She looks relieved when you don’t protest.
“There’s some lowlife who’s been filing his tax forms incorrectly for the last few years. By our estimates, he owes
hundreds in Nova Republican dollars,” she says. “He’s totally harmless though. I think he’s a gardener. No violent inclinations whatsoever.”
“Should I bring my sword/hammer/bow/dagger/knife/magical abilities?” you ask.
“Always. You’re an Auditor in the Ministry of the Exchequer. You have to expect violence wherever you go,” she
says. “But not here. This will be totally easy. And it certainly won’t affect your retirement on Monday.”
You take the map and the orders she hands you (Draw Mission Card) and steel your nerves for the task before you.
And also you plan on saying goodbye to your dog for the afternoon. Your best friend in the whole world who also happens to
be retiring on Monday (from The Ministry of the Exchequer K9 squad). The only attachment you have to this mortal coil.
On gray shaded cells, draw 1
Complication Card.

At starred cell, draw Climactic
Scene card.

Act
II

It’s been tough going so far. One of the Ministry’s runners hands you a new map and some new
orders (Draw Mission Card). Your sword/hammer/axe/bow/dagger/knife/magical abilities glistens with the gore of monsters slain. Or perhaps it doesn’t glisten, since you snuck past it using that
stealthiness you’re famous for. Or maybe you negotiated with them. I don’t know.
Thankfully you’re retiring on Monday and this will all be behind you. Presumably. If nothing goes
wrong. Which it won’t, because you’re a professional, and do this sort of thing all the time.
As you’re trudging through the dungeon (a dungeon that is in serious need of a good steam-cleaning; I mean, just look at the mildew on these walls!) your mind wanders back to thoughts of your dog.
You remember your dog, right? The one thing in this world that matters to you, and that if anything
happened to it, you’d probably die? That dog.
Fortunately, your dog is in good hands. It’s being cared for by that person you totally trust. That person you sometimes go out for a couple of beers with and commiserate about work with.
It’s nice having someone like that in your life. When you retire (on Monday, remember?) you think you’ll probably
spend more time with this person. Maybe do some fishing. You’ve been thinking about buying a boat. Clinker-built with low
gunwales. Something that the fish would jump right into. Your dog would probably also like that. It likes fish.
So, with thoughts of your dog, that person you totally trust, your retirement (on Monday) and a sweet fishing boat,
you continue to work your way through the dungeon of that person that the Ministry has deemed of interest. Why was that
again? It doesn’t really matter... the Ministry is pretty much infallible in that regard. In your opinion (bolstered by the generous retirement package they’re giving you when you retire (on Monday)) they’ve earned your trust. Man, wouldn’t it suck, if
somehow they betrayed that trust? Nah, they won’t.
You hear sounds up ahead. Ominous sounds... like there’s some sort of dénouement coming in a few Acts... You
grab your sword/hammer/axe/bow/dagger/knife/magical abilities tightly and walk towards what could be your destiny. If you
believed in that sort of thing. Which you don’t. Since you’re retiring (on Monday) and you’re too old for that sort of thinking.
On gray shaded cells, draw 1
Complication Card.

At starred cell, draw Climactic
Scene card.

Act
III

Man, you never thought you’d get past that Minion. In your mind, you can still hear it screaming as you plunged your sword/hammer/axe/bow/dagger/knife/magical abilities into its chest/thorax/
vital organ part. (Or maybe it was screaming because you got the upper hand in negotiations. Or that
you stole its treasure in a stealthy manner. I can’t be expected to remember all the details of your life.
What am I, your baby-sitter?!) That’ll haunt your dreams for months! Good thing you’re retiring soon.
Monday. Remember?
You hear the pitter-patter of leather on stone as the Ministry’s runner approaches. He looks sweaty,
and probably in need of some rehydration. You hand him your water skin, for which he seems thankful. He seems like a good kid. Maybe if he doesn’t die in the next fifteen minutes, you’ll invite him to
go fishing with you when you buy that boat. You toss him a sweaty towel. He’s sort of perplexed by that.
As he hands you a new map, and new orders (Drawn Mission Card), you hear a faint whimpering in the distance. It
doesn’t seem to be a monster—you’ve heard enough of those to recognize their asthmatic wheezing (dungeons tend to have
poor air quality—it’s a real problem).
Suddenly, with a start, you recognize the sound! It’s your dog! The one creature on this earth that matters to you!
And like you, only one day away from retirement!
But, how can this be? You placed it in the care of that person you totally trust! That person you sometimes go out for
beers with and commiserate about work with and that person you were thinking of going fishing with on that sweet boat you
were planning on buying when you retire (on Monday)! This can only mean one thing: you’ve been betrayed! How could
this happen to you? You’ve always been so reserved, steeling yourself against such hardships by keeping your distance from
any connection shared with your fellow man!
You must find the person who betrayed you! (And also perform the duties of an Auditor in the Ministry of the Exchequer.)

On gray shaded cells, draw 1
Complication Card.

At starred cell, draw Climactic
Scene card.

Act
IV

You’re standing over the body of your former friend turned betrayer. They’re dead. Or maybe just
laying there, totally mortified that you managed to sneak past them/get the best of them in negotiations. I wasn’t really paying too much attention, if I can be honest with you.
Anyway, your betrayer is laying there when a cloud of black smoke pours from their mouth and
eyes. It’s like a geyser, except instead of superheated steam mixed with the rotten egg smell of brimstone, it’s magic smoke (which also smells like rotten egg). You’re clever and have watched a lot of
horror movies. You assume that means that your friend was possessed and didn’t actually betray you.
And you totally killed them. And/or humiliated them, which in your business is 9/10th of the same
thing.
So now, you feel totally bad. You just want to go home, draw a nice bath and maybe have a glass of white-wine. But
you can’t! There’s work to be done, and even though you feel like you’re at the lowest point on some sort of character arc
roller coaster (what ever that is), you must find the true betrayer—the one who possessed your dead/humiliated friend and
made them do those terrible things that vexed you so. Man, this is a totally sucky way to spend your last days on the job. Did
you forget that you are retiring on Monday? You are. Which makes this crazy-ass mission all the more ill timed.
A few minutes of brooding later, you’re greeted by one of the Ministry’s runners: those fool hardy lads and lasses
who risk life and limb to bring you the latest intel (that’s how we say “intelligence” in the business; it’s much shorter and
more efficient, as you can plainly see). She hands you a map and your orders (Draw Mission Card). Thankfully your orders
allow some flexibility in pursuing your betrayer. Actually, as it turns out, if you can get enough information for the Ministry
to convict this person, you could have double revenge. That would be pretty satisfying. Hopefully the Ministry isn’t somehow involved in these nefarious doings. That would really be a twist/knife in the guts.
Anyway, the road ahead looks pretty spooky. There are some moaning, and some groanings. Standard evil dungeon
fare. So you grab you sword/hammer/axe/bow/dagger/knife/magical abilities, accidentally tuck your shirt into your underpants and proceed.
On gray shaded cells, draw 1
Complication Card.

At starred cell, draw Climactic
Scene card.

Act
V

Another Minion down. This is really turning out to be quite the day. There’s dénouement in the air.
It sort of smells like brimstone. Or melting plastic. You’re pretty sure you’ve tracked that black smoke
here. You’re also pretty sure there’s going to be one last confrontation. Perhaps with the source of the
black smoke. More than likely, it’ll be someone totally random with no connection to your life at all.
Which is fortunate, since you’re retiring on Monday and would like to leave work with no conflicted
feelings. After twenty years on the job (it’s a dangerous job—most people don’t make it past five!)
you’re pretty sure you deserve to retire comfortably with no conflicted feeling about the work you’ve
done these twenty years without question. Man, if something were to happen that threw your faith in
having done right into question, that would make things totally uncomfortable.
Thankfully, the likelihood of something happening that made you question everything you’ve done for the past
twenty years seems remote. This time next week, you’ll be sitting on your sweet new fishing boat with your dog (remember
your dog?) and that person you trust. That is, if you didn’t kill that person two Acts ago. Did you?
So, while these thoughts bounce around your head like a superball of anxiety, the Ministry’s runner approaches
with a map and some orders for you (Draw Mission Card). He seems out of breath. That’s sort of unusual, since as the title
implies, runners do a lot of running.
“Sir or Ma’am,” (it’s hard to tell; you’re wearing armor and/or clothes that easily hide your secondary sexual characteristics). “The Ministry is all up in arms! It seems that there’s been some sort of betrayal and someone you know from
work is a big villain and the likely owner of this, here dungeon,” he says. “You must stop this someone before they wreak
havoc on tax laws and people!”
“I’m on it,” you say. “I’ll gather the relevant information needed to prosecute this case with efficiency and expediency!” (Are those the same thing?)
And you mean it. Though inside, you’re wondering if somehow this will invalidate all the hard work you’ve done
over the last twenty years. And whether or not it will complicate your retirement. On Monday.
You grab your sword/hammer/axe/bow/dagger/knife/magical abilities and set off to dénoue the hell out of this ment.
On gray shaded cells, draw 1
Complication Card.

At starred cell, draw Climactic
Scene card.

Act
I

You knock on your boss’s door.
“Come in,” she says.
The room is dank and poorly lit. Your boss sits behind an enormous oak desk feeding an ill-looking plant with an eye-dropper.
“Hey boss,” you say. “I thought plants like natural light? Shouldn’t you open a couple of curtains
or something?”
“Most do,” she replies. “This is a vampire plant. They thrive in the dark. Do you happen to know
any angsty teenagers? They also like those.”
“No, sorry.” You hope she doesn’t mean they like to eat them.
“No matter,” she says.” Listen, I’ve got a job for you. Some lowlife forgot to include his Schedule C in his last filing. I need you to go to his underground lair and see if you can ferret out any evidence of malfeasance.”
“Okay, boss,” you say. “Should be easy enough.”
“By the way, did you get that physical? It’s mandatory for all employees,” the boss says.
“Yes, but I didn’t get the results yet. I assume they’ll be good, since I feel fine and I’m the sole provider for a large
group of people, most of whom are orphans,” you say, stifling a cough (huh, you don’t remember having a cough before. It
must be all that dankness in here). “They told me they’d get them to me before I took this mission, and that also the recent
changes I made to my life insurance policy are nothing to worry about. I was a bit worried, since I didn’t look them over
carefully before signing them, but I completely trust the insurance agent.”
“He works for us, so of course he’s completely trustworthy,” she says.
Now she’s feeding the plants drops of some red liquid. Probably beet sugar. Plants need sugar, you’ve been told.
“Here’s your map and your orders,” she says. “See if you can find incriminating evidence.” (Draw Mission Card).
As you head out the door, grabbing your sword/hammer/axe/bow/dagger/knife/magical abilities, you hear chuckling.
Probably nothing to worry about.
<Cough cough>
On gray shaded cells, draw 1
Complication Card.

At starred cell, draw Climactic
Scene card.

Act
II

“That’s weird,” you think to yourself. You’re standing over/near the body of the Minion you just
vanquished. (And by vanquished, I mean slew/bargained with/avoided completely by means of stealth.
It’s a complex word, vanquished.)
“Just before it died/capitulated/was completely avoided, that Minion told me to take a careful look
at my life insurance policy. I never would have thought to,” you think.
Examining your life insurance policy (which you happened to have in your pocket—go figure!),
you notice that your policy won’t pay out if you should die of natural causes.
“What kind of policy is that?” you ask yourself. “What good is a life insurance policy that doesn’t
pay out when you die?”
No good at all. Fortunately, you feel completely fine, as that physical you took just before embarking upon this mission will no doubt prove. Sure, you’ve had a persistent cough ever since leaving the boss’s office, but that’s almost certainly
just a common cold, and unlikely to be fatal.
Good thing, too. You seem to recall that there’s a large group of people who depend upon your salary for their complete and utter survival. If anything should happen to you, there’d be no telling what they’d have to do to survive.
Probably sell their organs. Or work at a fastfood restaurant (you’ve heard that they’re about to be invented).
Looking carefully at your policy, you note that it seems to have been signed by various people from your office you
trust. You take heart in that knowledge—you totally, and blindly trust those people. There’s nothing to worry about.
You hear the sound of footsteps. It’s a runner from the Ministry: one of those non-union people poorly paid to run
into dangerous territory and deliver intelligence reports and mission information. The runner hands you a map and some orders (Draw Mission Card). She looks tired and teenaged and moderately angsty. If you remember to, you’ll recommend that
she visits the boss’s vampire plant. (Which, if you remember, is a type of plant that likes the dark and likes angsty teenagers
and their antics.)
So, mission in hand, you head off into the unknown. Well, not completely unknown. There is a map.
<Cough, cough> Where did that cough come from?!
On gray shaded cells, draw 1
Complication Card.

At starred cell, draw Climactic
Scene card.

Act
III

You are standing near the body of a Minion. You think it’s dead, but you can’t be sure. You definitely got the best of it with your martial/magical/oratory/stealth prowess. All in a day’s work for a
brave Auditor in the Ministry of the Exchequer.
Still, something is bugging you. It’s like a gnat in your brain, just begging to be itched. Or swatted, and then itched, because just before you swatted it, it bit you, but the inflammation hadn’t started
yet.
Right before you defeated the Minion (defeated is probably the right word—it’s vague enough
to cover a variety of actions on your part) it handed you a copy of your latest physical: the one you
had right before embarking upon this mission. Isn’t there some sort of barber/patient confidentiality
clause? What is some villainous Minion doing with a copy?
Also bugging you is the fact that you seem to be dying. Which is odd, because other than a persistent wracking
cough and a little bit of blood in your spit and some swelling, you feel fine. And, if you recall, which you surely do since it’s
your life, you’re the sole provider for a rather large group of people, all of whom depend upon your paycheck for their very
survival so you can’t be dying. You just can’t.
Thankfully, like all employees of the Ministry of the Exchequer, you have a robust life insurance policy that should
more than adequately care for the large group of people who depend upon your paycheck for their survival. Glancing over
the paperwork (which you happen to have in your pocket—that’s just the type of Auditor you are!), you suddenly note that if
you die of natural causes, your dependents get nothing! What manner of treachery is this?! You were persuaded to sign this
life insurance policy by someone you completely trusted and it seems as if that trust was misplaced!
Oh, wait, there’s that person now. In the distance. What are they doing in a dungeon filled with monsters and evil
machinations? Unless... is that person a villain? That would explain a lot of unusual coincidence... The Ministry runner just
arrived with your map and orders (Draw Mission Card).
Hey, would you look at that: there’s a clause in your life insurance policy that states that if you die in the line of duty
combined with some selfless act of vengeance, your policy pays out in full!
On gray shaded cells, draw 1
Complication Card.

At starred cell, draw Climactic
Scene card.

Act
IV

You were pretty certain you had your vengeance. It felt good—like fresh baked bread and hot coffee good. And then, like fresh baked bread and hot coffee getting cold bad, it all went bad.
For the last few hours (or days—I really have no idea how long these things take) you’ve been operating under the assumption that you are dying. Some sort of malignent chest cold. The kind that used
to only kill poets. And, as you’ve been recently made aware, your Ministry of the Exchequer mandated
life insurance policy doesn’t cover death by illness. And you have a whole pile of dependents. (Stop
me if you’ve heard this all before.)
Fortunately, there’s a loophole: if you die on the job while somehow extracting your revenge, your
family (is it your family? I can’t remember) will get a full settlement. And they won’t have to turn to a
Dickens-esque life on the streets. Good thing too: they’re small, weak orphans. They wouldn’t last a day.
Two seconds after delivering the killing blow/oratory flourish/sneaky-sneakiness, the person who sold you your life
insurance policy—that person you trusted above all others—that person you swore vengeance upon, changed. A cloud of
black smoke poured from his/her mouth (or other major orifice) and flowed out the door. You were left with the body (either
living or dead) of your friend, knowing that you brought about their downfall.
Oh, right, you sort of figured out that your friend must have been possessed and wasn’t really responsible for the
terrible things that they did to you.
So now, you feel like a total asshole. And you still don’t have your vengeance. If this was a drama told in five acts,
this would be the low point. Hopefully there will be some sort of redemption for you. Because you’re still dying and your
dependents still need that sweet, sweet green (green being the color of Nova Republican money).
You were going to just sit around and mope for a bit, but one of the Ministry’s runners came along with a map and
some orders (Draw Mission Card). You might as well see this thing through... even though you’re dying, you’ve still got
your pride.
<Wet cough, wet cough>
On gray shaded cells, draw 1
Complication Card.

At starred cell, draw Climactic
Scene card.

Act
V

So, you’ve just dispatched another Minion. Thankfully, right before it died/left in shame, it
revealed to you that you are on the right path. (Wait, if you snuck past it, how did it reveal to you that
you’re on the right path? Was it muttering to itself and you just happened to overhear what it was saying?) The person who really, truly betrayed you is almost guaranteed to be at the end of this particular
portion of the dungeon. Which is good, because you’re pretty certain this is just the type of thing you
need to redeem yourself. (You were feeling pretty low a couple of moments ago. It’s all part of your
narrative arc. You’re complex.)
Now one of the Ministry’s runners—underpaid interns who risk life and limb in the attempt to
secure a non-union job when they graduate from university—is handing you a map and some orders
(Draw Mission Card). The Ministry wants you to find some more hidden tax information. Boy, that’s a surprise.
But wait, the runner is still talking. You just sort of assumed that he’d hand you the map and your orders and be on
his way, but he isn’t going. What is that? There’s a new regime in the Ministry? There was some sort of coup after it was discovered that someone high-up in the Ministry had been abusing their powers to compel people to sign unfair life insurance
policies? They’re charging people for coffee now? Yes, they got one of those single serving coffee makers and it’s pretty
good, but it’s still the principle?
Those bastards! You just signed a new life insurance policy! And it was unfair! And it doesn’t cover that thing that
you’re dying of! And it won’t protect your loved ones upon your inevitable demise! And you have a whole pile of dependents
because of your generous spirit and inability to read the instructions on contraceptive packages!
So, it looks like this is going to be the final showdown: just you and that ne’er-do-well who betrayed you and your
trust and probably the trust of other people in your office! Hopefully you won’t fail, otherwise you suspect that you’ll have to
repeat Act V, with a number of Complication Cards equal to one half your starting Health.
With a silent word of prayer to the Demiurge Actuarius, you grab your sword/hammer/axe/bow/dagger/knife/magical abilities, square your shoulders and head off into the sunset.
Metaphorical sunset—you’re still underground.
On gray shaded cells, draw 1
Complication Card.

At starred cell, draw Climactic
Scene card.

Act
I

“Have you ever heard of the Hua’ku’kuah Prophecy?” the boss asks.
“I have, but I’m not busy at the moment and I certainly don’t mind a little exposition,” you say.
“Years ago, some gaggle of blind monks prophesied that one day a Chosen One would emerge who
would re-write the very laws of taxation and usher in a new era of peace and prosperity. This person
would probably be an orphan, or a farm boy or some tiny, hairy glutton from an idealized version of
England before the Great War.”
“Right, but was there some sort of evil this Chosen One would have to defeat in order to fulfill this
destiny?” she asks.
“There is. According to these blind monks—who were apparently granted great insight into the
machinations of the universe in exchange for their sight—the Chosen One would be opposed by an equally Chosen Evil One.
The yang to the yin, if you follow me.”
“I don’t, but carry on,” the boss says.
“Actually, that’s pretty much it,” you say.
“Well, there have been some interesting reports from our people in the field. They think they’ve found some signs
that point towards this Chosen One’s return,” she says. “We need someone to verify these claims and then do whatever they
can to help him—or her—do that Chosen One thing. Slay something or pull something from something or drop something
into Mount Something. It’s all very technical.”
“Sounds good, where do I sign up?” you ask.
“That’s the type of go-getting that we’re looking for here in the Ministry of the Exchequer. You’ve got Upper-Lower
Middle Management written all over you!” the boss says. “Officially, the Ministry can’t get involved in matters of prophecy.
That’s the Ministry of Prophecy’s department. So you’ll be going undercover.
“Our people in the field have identified the dungeon these signs were found in. You’ll investigate under the cover of
an Auditor going about his—or her—usual job,” she says. “Here are your orders and your map. Go forth!” (Draw Mission
Card)
On gray shaded cells, draw 1
Complication Card.

At starred cell, draw Climactic
Scene card.

Act
II

Remember a few hours ago when you were standing in the boss’s office and she was telling you
about a prophecy and a Chosen One?
Well, right before you plunged your sword/hammer/axe/bow/dagger/knife/magical abilities into
the heart/thorax/eyeball of that Minion, it said something really funny. Wait, did you kill it, or did you
bargain with it/sneak past it?
Doesn’t matter.
Anyway, it said something really funny. It said that you are the Chosen One. That all those prophecies foretold by all those blind and probably insufferably pious monks were about you, dude.
Actually, it said it in a creepy monster voice, that I’m not going to try to imitate.

Well, okay.
“The Chozzzen One izzzz you....” it said, monstrously. It had a problem with whistled sibilants.
“What?” you said.
“The Chozzzzzen One izzz you and you’re going to have to defeat the Evil One and rewrite tax lawzzz and turn the
world into a paradizzeee so awezzzzome that people will weep.”
“But what does that mean,” you asked the monster.
“Weep. Like drip tearzzz from your eyezzz.”
“No, I mean the being the Chosen One thing?” you ask.
“It meanzzz that the very tax lawzz that you zzzzwore to upholdzzz will become moooooot and that the very
fizzzzcal fabricccczzzz of the Kingdom of Nova Republica will be torn azzzzunder and that people with a vezzzted interezzzt in protecting the zzzztatuzzz quo probably will try to defend it to the death. Your death. And thozzze people are probably
thozze people you work with and trust completely,” it said before expiring/leaving.
So, it looks like you’re the Chosen One, and a Chosen One who might be betrayed by someone you trust. But
Chosen One-ing doesn’t pay the bills. You’ve still got a job to do. And you’re positive that no one in the Ministry would ever
betray you, prophecy or no prophecy. And there’s a runner from the Ministry handing you a map and some orders. (Draw
Mission Card)
At starred cell, draw Climactic
On gray shaded cells, draw 1
Scene card.
Complication Card.

Act
III

Okay, you totally didn’t see that coming. Apparently there’s some sort of prophecy about some
sort of end of the world and some sort of Chosen One who coincidentally happens to be you.
I mean, that’s not that outrageous: you are an orphan and a farm-boy/girl and also a small hirsute
gourmand from an agrarian village that sort of looks like rural England before the Great War. This type
of thing happens to your type of person all the time.
What’s really weird is that the Ministry of the Exchequer—the place that you’ve devoted all of
your life to—seems to be on the wrong side of this whole Good v. Evil equation.
You would have thought that they would have been happy to see this prophecy come to fruition: a
Chosen One rewriting tax laws and the very fabric of reality, resulting in a paradise for all people from
all financial walks of life.
But they’re not. Or at least the one person in the world you thought you could trust isn’t. You were, like, all “hey
man/woman, isn’t this awesome? When I Chosen One the world into a better place there won’t be any poverty or suffering or
bread that becomes soggy from condiments anymore!” and they were, like, all “I have worked my entire life carving financial comfort out of the miserable souls of others and where will my throne of skulls be in paradise?!”
I mean, what the hell? You’ve worked night and day for the Ministry of the Exchequer, but apparently there’s corruption in the Ministry and someone working there—someone you totally trusted—seems to be working against you.
Thankfully, you think that this person you once totally trusted but who is now working against you since you turned
out to be the Chosen One because they’re only interested in protecting the status quo is nearby. If only you had a map.
Hey, look, it’s a Ministry runner—those intrepid young men and women desperate enough for a paying job that
they’re willing to risk life and limb for a good reference letter (memo to self: write Greg that reference letter)—with a new
map and some orders! (Draw Mission Card)
It’s time to buckle on your sword/hammer/axe/bow/dagger/knife/magical abilities and get to the bottom of this!
You’re confident that there’s enough evidence hidden in this, here dungeon to put the villain behind bars (nota bene: oftentimes in your line of work “put so and so behind bars” is a euphemism for “hit so and so in the face with a hammer”).
On gray shaded cells, draw 1
Complication Card.

At starred cell, draw Climactic
Scene card.

Act
IV

So, that didn’t go exactly as planned. I mean, sure, it was satisfying to vanquish a hated foe, but
that satisfaction was tinged by the knowledge that that foe was a former friend turned traitor. And yes,
it was satisfying to learn once and for all that there really is a Prophecy, and that you really are some
sort of Chosen One, but that satisfaction was tainted by the knowledge that your former friend turned
foe had been working all along to stop you and for the most selfish of reasons (money and a throne of
skulls).
But, here you are, standing over the body of your former friend turned foe. They might be dead,
or they might just be sitting there ashamed that you got the best of the them in negotiations. Or they
might be lurking in the darkness ashamed that you totally robbed them. That’s just the type of game
this is. There’s really no scripting it.
Anyway, even with all that on your shoulders, you were feeling pretty good about things. You’d clearly just defeated
the Great Evil that the Prophecy spoke of. The Great Evil that was going to try to stop you—The Chosen One—from ushering in a new age of peace and prosperity for all mankind (and perhaps monster-kind—you’ll need to ask about that). There
would probably be a parade in your honor, most likely with fireworks. And then, suddenly, your frenemy was all, like, barfing up black smoke and writhing around on the ground and speaking in tongues and then totally, completely dead.
Now, you’re no Necromancer or anything, but you’re pretty sure that when someone barfs up a whole lotta black
smoke, it usually means that they were possessed. And that being possessed they probably weren’t aware of what they were
doing. So, it turns out, you defeated your friend all for nothing. So, in the narrative arc that is your life, you’re pretty much at
the low point. There’s probably blue lighting and sad music going on, but you can’t hear it.
Now you know what you’ve gotta do: find enough evidence to convict whoever it is that totally made your friend go
all crazy and betray you and your Chosen One-ness. So follow that black smoke and vanquish the real Great Evil! It’ll probably feel pretty good and go great lengths towards redeeming your character just in time for Act V.
And look: here’s a Ministry runner with a map and some orders. (Draw Mission Card)
Go get ‘em tiger.
On gray shaded cells, draw 1
Complication Card.

At starred cell, draw Climactic
Scene card.

Act
V

Another Minion dispatched (maybe dispatched isn’t the right word—it makes it sound like you’ve
sent it off to foreign locals to report on the news). Information gathered. You always knew it would
come down to this. The Hua’ku’kuah Prophecy said it would. (Actually, it didn’t explicitly say it
would; it’s pretty vague. Most of what it supposedly said has been interpreted by others. Curious that.)
You’ve heard of the Hua’ku’kuah Prophecy, right? What, did you take too many hammers off the
head? We’ve talked about it a bunch already.
Anyway, the Hua’ku’kuah Prophecy prophesied that a Chosen One would emerge who would
defeat some sort of Great Evil and rewrite the very laws of tax and the universe and usher in a new age
of peace, prosperity and... well, peace and prosperity.
Unfortunately, it turns out, the Ministry of the Exchequer had some bad apples who thought that a new age of peace
and prosperity ran counter to their carefully carved out status quo.
You’re pretty sure it’s just a couple of people, and not an institution-wide lapse in judgement. You’ll catch that person and bring them to justice, no doubt.
Oh hey, look, it’s a Ministry runner with a map and some orders! (Draw Mission Card)
“What, ho?” you ask.
“Huh?” she says.
“It means, what is the news?” you reply.
“Well, you know how, just a moment ago, you were hoping that this corruption in the Ministry was an isolated
pocket of decay, lest it invalidate you entire life and career and how you view the world?” she asks.
“Sure.”
“Well, it’s not. It apparently goes all the way to the top. Or at least as far up as I can see from the intern’s dungeon.”
Well that does it! This time it’s personal!
I mean, I guess it was also personal when the Prophecies named you as the Chosen One.
Now it’s really personal!
On gray shaded cells, draw 1
Complication Card.

At starred cell, draw Climactic
Scene card.

Climactic
Scene

You enter a vast chamber of pale green stone. The room extends 60 or more feet deep from where you stand and 20 feet
to either side of the door. It is well lit by braziers, evenly spaced along the walls. The room is tastefully decorated—if
over decorated. Honestly, you wouldn’t be surprised to see someone selling furniture.
Towards the back of the chamber, huddled in the lone dark spot, you spy a shape huddled over a smoking cauldron. Soup? Witch’s
brew? Laundry? There’s only one way to find out...
As you take a step towards the shape, you hear a click from the floor.
Roll Perception vs. Defence 4 to evade the pressure trigger in the floor. Do not draw any Environmental Effect cards or play and Complications before resolving this trap. You may use Capital or Risk Dice at your discretion.
Failure: Before you can stop yourself, you step on the trap’s trigger
plate, arming it. There is a crack and the lights dim immediately.
Draw the Environmental Effect Card Dim Lighting.

Success

Having armed the trap, you must make a Speed -1 vs. Defense 4 to
avoid the rocks that tumble from the ceiling. Do not play any Environmental Effect or Complication cards before resolving this trap.
You may use Capital or Risk Dice at your discretion.

Success

Failure: Well, this day isn’t going as planned.
Rubble drops from the ceiling, knocking you
moderately senseless. Draw a Complication
Card and proceed to the Encounter.

You approach the dark shape. It doesn’t seem aware of your presence, just yet. If you are in Acts I, II or IV, draw a Minion Card. If you are in
Acts III or V, draw an Antagonist Card. Upon determining your course of action, play Environmental Effect or Complications Cards as applicable.

Climactic
Scene

You open the door and enter a long ornately detailed chamber of blue and green stone. Set evenly along the sides are
thick buttresses that support the arched gothic vault of the ceiling. The walls and buttresses are slick with condensation. You can make out basic shapes from the light cast by the luminescent funguses that cling to every surface and the
few stained glass windows that haven’t been boarded up or completely obscured by centuries of smoking censers and candles. A path is worn
through the fungus on the floor. It looks recently traversed.
In the distance you spy a figure silhouetted against the wan light. As you approach, you feel a slight tug on your ankle...
Roll Speed vs. Defence 4 to avoid the tripwire that runs across the doorway. Do not draw any Environmental Effect cards or play and Complications before resolving this trap. You may use Capital or Risk Dice at your discretion.
Failure: You stumble through the tripwire. You hear a grinding sound
and parts of the floor fall away. Draw the Environmental Effect
Card Unstable Ground.

Success

The tripwire has triggered two automatons that were inertly hiding
behind buttresses. You must roll Combat -1 vs. Defense 4. Do not
play any Environmental Effect or Complication cards before resolving this trap. You may use Capital or Risk Dice at your discretion.

Success

Failure: The Automatons get the drop on you,
knocking you momentarily senseless. Draw a
Complication Card and proceed to the Encounter.

You approach the silhouette. It doesn’t seem aware of your presence, just yet. If you are in Acts I, II or IV, draw a Minion Card. If you are in
Acts III or V, draw an Antagonist Card. Upon determining your course of action, play Environmental Effect or Complications Cards as applicable.

Climactic
Scene

As you enter the room, the first thing you are struck by (not literally) is a deep humming coming from the floor. Dust
dances upon it; in moments, your legs tingle with the transferred vibrations. The room is lit by skylights cut into the thick
stone ceiling. It is spartanly decorated: the only memorable object is a small stone fountain in the center. There is a figure
crouched behind the fountain, seemingly drinking or washing from it.
As you step towards the fountain, a voice whispers in your ear: “You must answer this riddle, if you are to pass!”
Roll Oratory vs. Defence 4 to answer the Invisible Sentinel’s riddle. Do not draw any Environmental Effect cards or play and Complications
before resolving this trap. You may use Capital or Risk Dice at your discretion.
Failure: Your tongue feels thick in your mouth. Words fail you. You
start as the Invisible Sentinel’s screams rattle through your skull.
Draw the Environmental Effect Card Noise.

Success

The Invisible Sentinel casts a bolt of energy at you. Roll Magic -1 vs.
Defense 4 to avoid its sorcerous wrath. Do not play any Environmental Effect or Complication cards before resolving this trap. You may
use Capital or Risk Dice at your discretion.

Success

Failure: This might not be your finest hour.
Draw a Complication Card and proceed to the
Encounter.

You approach the figure bent over the fountain. It doesn’t seem aware of your presence, just yet. If you are in Acts I, II or IV, draw a Minion
Card. If you are in Acts III or V, draw an Antagonist Card. Upon determining your course of action, play Environmental Effect or Complications Cards as applicable.

Climactic
Scene

You open the door and peer into a room unlike any other you have seen. It looks like a small forest contained within a
chamber of stone and wood. The air is humid and thick with the scents of rot and soil. What light there is, filters from
the back of the room through a tangle of vines and leaves. Birds of every color flit from tree to tree, seemingly oblivious
to your presence. You hear footfalls from the back of the room and spy a shape passing behind what looks to be an ancient willow. It appears
trapped within a small circle of stones.
You begin to approach the shape, only to hear a rustling coming from the ceiling above your head...
Roll Magic vs. Defence 4 to charm the Klaxon Fruit that hangs above your head. Do not draw any Environmental Effect cards or play and
Complications before resolving this trap. You may use Capital or Risk Dice at your discretion.
Failure: You draw your reserves of magical energy hoping to keep
the Klaxon Fruit silent, but it fails you. A shrill cry echoes through
the room. Draw the Environmental Effect Card Noise.

Success

The Klaxon Fruit has awakened a gaggle of guard birds. Avoid them
by rolling Speed -1 vs. Defense 4. Do not play any Environmental
Effect or Complication cards before resolving this trap. You may use
Capital or Risk Dice at your discretion.

Success

Failure: The birds swoop down at you before
you can avoid their talons. Draw a Complication
Card and proceed to the Encounter.

You approach the figure trapped in the circle of stones. It doesn’t seem aware of your presence, just yet. If you are in Acts I, II or IV, draw a
Minion Card. If you are in Acts III or V, draw an Antagonist Card. Upon determining your course of action, play Environmental Effect or
Complications Cards as applicable.

Climactic
Scene

Oh gross. The moment you stepped down into the room, you landed shin-deep in foul smelling, black water. Believe me,
the sensation the water makes as it seeps through your boots is pretty much indescribable. The room is nearly circular.
The floor seems to slant, very slightly, towards a point roughly in the center of the chamber. Set evenly around the diameter of the room are candelabras that cast a yellow light throughout the room. There is a faint splashing in the distance. It looks like someone—
something—is making its way to an exit on the far wall.
As you move towards the shape, you feel something grabbing at your boots...
Roll Perception vs. Defence 4 to avoid stepping into the arms of an enormous jellyfish. Do not draw any Environmental Effect cards or play
and Complications before resolving this trap. You may use Capital or Risk Dice at your discretion.
Failure: The water makes it difficult to see. The jellyfish’s long tentacles wrap around your legs numbing them almost instantly. Draw
the Environmental Effect Card Cold.

Success

The jellyfish attempts to work its way up your legs. Roll Combat -1
vs. Defense 4 to tear yourself free. Do not play any Environmental
Effect or Complication cards before resolving this trap. You may use
Capital or Risk Dice at your discretion.

Success

Failure: You wrestle with the jellyfish for what
seems an eternity, before it finally expires.
Draw a Complication Card and proceed to the
Encounter.

The figure in the distance seems slowed by something in the water. You manage to catch up to it. It doesn’t seem aware of your presence, just
yet. If you are in Acts I, II or IV, draw a Minion Card. If you are in Acts III or V, draw an Antagonist Card. Upon determining your course
of action, play Environmental Effect or Complications Cards as applicable.

Climactic
Scene

As you open the door, you’re hit by a powerful stench. The room seems to have functioned, at one time, as a burial chamber. Stacks of bones, nearly 15 feet high, line every wall. The center of the room is piled high in refuse: decaying bodies
covered in rodents mixed with garbage and construction debris. There is a figure towards the center of the room holding
a bright torch and rooting through a pile of old newspapers and coffee grounds. It appears completely absorbed in its task and doesn’t notice the
retching sounds you’re having trouble stifling.
As you approach the figure, you hear a clicking sound coming from behind you...
Roll Perception vs. Defence 4 to sidestep a triggering mechanism in the floor. Do not draw any Environmental Effect cards or play and Complications before resolving this trap. You may use Capital or Risk Dice at your discretion.
Failure: You step directly on a pressure plate in the floor. Arrows fly
from behind you and shower of fetid waters pours from a hole in the
ceiling. Draw the Environmental Effect Card Rain.

Success

You must dodge the arrows coming at you from the wall at your back.
Roll Speed -1 vs. Defense 4. Do not play any Environmental Effect
or Complication cards before resolving this trap. You may use Capital
or Risk Dice at your discretion.

Success

Failure: You avoid getting hit by the arrows but
fall flat on your face in the effort. Draw a Complication Card and proceed to the Encounter.

You approach the figure as it roots through piles and piles of foul smelling garbage. It doesn’t seem aware of your presence, just yet. If you are
in Acts I, II or IV, draw a Minion Card. If you are in Acts III or V, draw an Antagonist Card. Upon determining your course of action, play
Environmental Effect or Complications Cards as applicable.

Climactic
Scene

You step into a vast, nearly empty chamber. It must have once served a ceremonial purpose, as there are pews lined up
facing a spare altar along the far wall. Pillars line either side of the room, at ten foot intervals. They stretch far into the
air; their tops nearly obscured by a thick layer of cloud or smoke. The only light from the room streams through a hole
above the altar. It might have once held a sacred window of some sort. Now it holds hundreds of inky birds.
Something startles the birds. You peer into the distance and see a figure walking up towards the altar.
You step towards it only to find your way blocked by an unseen force...
Roll Magic vs. Defence 4 to disarm the magic barrier in front of you. Do not draw any Environmental Effect cards or play and Complications
before resolving this trap. You may use Capital or Risk Dice at your discretion.
Failure: The barrier fades, though not through any action of yours.
Smoke pours from hundreds of tiny holes in the floor. Draw the
Environmental Effect Card Smoke.

Success

You must Roll Magic -1 vs. Defense 4 to stop the mechanism pumping poisonous smoke into the room. Do not play any Environmental
Effect or Complication cards before resolving this trap. You may use
Capital or Risk Dice at your discretion.

Success

Failure: Eventually the smoke stops. Your head
swims and your legs wobble. Draw a Complication Card and proceed to the Encounter.

The figure at the altar is muttering quietly. You manage to approach it while it remains distracted. It doesn’t seem aware of your presence, just
yet. If you are in Acts I, II or IV, draw a Minion Card. If you are in Acts III or V, draw an Antagonist Card. Upon determining your course
of action, play Environmental Effect or Complications Cards as applicable.

Climactic
Scene

This room looks frighteningly like your office. Cubicles and desks fill the room at precisely calculated intervals. The
walls are covered in various inspirational posters that crackle with morale-boosting magics. Before you can stop yourself,
you set to collating a pile of documents at your feet. In the distance, you hear the clacking of an old typewriter. You manage to free yourself from the collating and start to approach the sounds of typing.
The moment you pass the first desk, you see a tiny imp turn to you and smile...
Roll Oratory vs. Defence 4 to defend yourself against the imp’s motivational vortex. Do not draw any Environmental Effect cards or play and
Complications before resolving this trap. You may use Capital or Risk Dice at your discretion.
Failure: The imp’s charismatic personality proves too strong. You
can’t help but aid the imp in filing thousands of documents until your
hands ache. Draw the Environmental Effect Card Cold.

Success

You must fight the imp or spend the rest of your life in bureaucratic
purgatory. Roll Combat -1 vs. Defense 4. Do not play any Environmental Effect or Complication cards before resolving this trap. You
may use Capital or Risk Dice at your discretion.

Success

Failure: Eventually the imp grows frustrated
with your filing ineptness and vanishes. Draw a
Complication Card and proceed to the Encounter.

You approach the sounds of typing. The source doesn’t seem aware of your presence, just yet. If you are in Acts I, II or IV, draw a Minion
Card. If you are in Acts III or V, draw an Antagonist Card. Upon determining your course of action, play Environmental Effect or Complications Cards as applicable.

Climactic
Scene

down.

You enter a square room, nearly fifty feet on each side. There are two small windows cut into each wall, roughly ten feet
from the ground. They cast even pools of blue light in crisscrossed patterns along the floor. In the center of the room is
a massive statue of Nova Republic’s first King: Garrison the Dim. He is holding a book of tax laws in his hands. Upside

Standing beneath the statue is a figure couched in darkness.
You step quietly towards the figure when you feel the floor give under your feet...

Roll Speed vs. Defence 4 to avoid falling through the false floor beneath your feet. Do not draw any Environmental Effect cards or play and
Complications before resolving this trap. You may use Capital or Risk Dice at your discretion.
Failure: You can’t avoid the pit. A pile of rotting corpses breaks your
fall, but coat your body in foul ooze. Draw the Environmental Effect Card Rain.

Success

You must Roll Combat -1 vs. Defense 4 to keep from violently
retching, potentially pulling muscles and breaking ribs. Do not play
any Environmental Effect or Complication cards before resolving this
trap. You may use Capital or Risk Dice at your discretion.

Success

Failure: You manage to suppress your gag-reflex
long enough to climb out of the pit, though you
are shaken by the ordeal. Draw a Complication
Card and proceed to the Encounter.

The figure is still staring reverently up at Garrison the Dim. It doesn’t seem aware of your presence, just yet. If you are in Acts I, II or IV, draw
a Minion Card. If you are in Acts III or V, draw an Antagonist Card. Upon determining your course of action, play Environmental Effect or
Complications Cards as applicable.

Climactic
Scene

You enter a room constructed of wooden planks hammered into hard packed earth. Every step you take brings a small
shower of dirt from between the rotting slats. The room is lit by a fire in the center of the room. Its smoke fills the space,
bringing tears to your eyes. On the far side of the fire is a figure in silhouette. It seems to be feeding it broken bits of
furniture it has gathered.
You move towards the figure by the fire. As you step from the door, you see fine threads cutting across the entrance...
Roll Perception vs. Defence 4 to avoid all of the tripwires. Do not draw any Environmental Effect cards or play and Complications before
resolving this trap. You may use Capital or Risk Dice at your discretion.
Failure: You can’t avoid all of the tripwires. A torrent of debris rains
from the ceiling down upon your head. Draw the Environmental
Effect Card Unstable Ground.

Success

The newly fallen dirt highlights pits that dot the room. Roll Speed -1
vs. Defense 4 to avoid them. Do not play any Environmental Effect
or Complication cards before resolving this trap. You may use Capital
or Risk Dice at your discretion.

Success

Failure: You didn’t avoid them all, but luck kept
you from serious injury. Draw a Complication
Card and proceed to the Encounter.

You approach the fire and the figure poised behind it. It doesn’t seem to notice you, despite the noise you made. If you are in Acts I, II or IV,
draw a Minion Card. If you are in Acts III or V, draw an Antagonist Card. Upon determining your course of action, play Environmental Effect or Complications Cards as applicable.

Far Range
Speed 5+

Near Range
Speed 1-4

Close
Range

How to Use the Attack (Ranged) Chart
All Encounters begin at Close Range. Place your token in the Close Range square. As you, or the monster move, move
your token to the appropriate square. (This chart is relative to you—if the monster moves to Far Range, you are at Far
Range, relative to it!)
Each combatant in an Round can take two actions on their turn: A Move and an Attack (or two Moves). If either the player
or the monster opts to make a Ranged Attack, they move on this chart relative to their opponent. If your Speed allows you
to move to the Far Range, your opponent must roll the Attack (Ranged) action, or spend their two actions moving back
into Close Range. (The same holds true in reverse: if your opponent’s Speed allows it to move to Far Range, you must use
an Attack (Ranged), or spend your two actions moving into Close Range.)
If you move to the Far Range and miss with an Attack (Ranged), you automatically move to Close Range before the monster’s next turn (it closed the gap while you were in the process of attacking).

Cut tiles along dotted lines

The Number Crunch: A Game of Death and Taxes

Cut tiles along dotted lines

The Number Crunch: A Game of Death and Taxes

Cut tiles along dotted lines

The Number Crunch: A Game of Death and Taxes

Cut tiles along dotted lines

The Number Crunch: A Game of Death and Taxes

The Oracle

To assemble The Oracle, cut the following five pages out, along their respective dotted lines. Punch a
hold in the center of each page and attach them using a brass fastener, from largest circle (on bottom) to
the smallest circle (on the top).
To use The Oracle, dial each of the four rings to appropriate value: The first ring to the Disposition of the
room (the sum of the X, Y and Z values on a tile); the second ring to the X value; the third to the Y value
and the fourth to the Z value. If the Disposition indicated that you encounter a monster or trap, draw the
corresponding Environmental Effect cards.

